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Bird &u has always been a fraud, which is why I wrote my New York Times best-selling

Bird Flu Scare Narrative Ramps Up

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked  April 03, 2023

Considering global biosecurity is one of the primary tactics chosen to usher in a

totalitarian One World Government, it’s clear that more pandemics are in our future,

and a weaponized bird &u seems likely



Historically, natural avian in&uenza (H5N1) never posed a threat to mankind, but

scientists have created a hybrid with human pandemic potential



If we do end up with a lethal human bird &u, there’s every reason to suspect it was

manmade. There’s also every reason to suspect a bird &u vaccine will be either

ineffective, hazardous or both



H5N1 (bird &u) is now affecting mammals at a rate not previously seen, including

skunks, bears, seals, foxes, minks and even dolphins. The infection is also spreading

between mammals. This is a new development that has scientists worried. If the virus

is mutating (or being mutated) to spread among mammals, the jump to humans may

not be far behind



Already, the U.S. and other countries are stockpiling H5N1 vaccine “just in case.” While

some traditional vaccines are in the lineup, mRNA shots tweaked to target H5N1 are

also being planned, and they probably won’t need to undergo additional testing over

and beyond what was done for the COVID jabs
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book "The Great Bird Flu Hoax," nearly 15 years ago. President George Bush spent

over $7 billion dollars and warned that more than 2 million Americans could die.  The

reality is that no one in the U.S. died from bird &u.

Fast forward 15 years, and now global biosecurity is one of the primary tactics

chosen to usher in a totalitarian One World Government, so more pandemics are

undoubtedly in our future. In the spring of 2022, Bill Gates warned that another

pandemic will emerge, and that this yet-to-come pandemic "will get attention this

time."

Based on the news chatter emerging right now, a weaponized bird &u seems likely. In

a March 30, 2022, CenterPoint interview, former director for the U.S. Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention, Dr. Robert Red`eld, more than hinted at this

possibility, saying:

"I believe the great pandemic is still in the future, and that's going to be a bird

9u pandemic for man. It's going to have signi;cant mortality in the 10-50%

range. It's gonna be trouble."

Avian Flu Posed No Threat Until Scientists Weaponized It

Historically, natural avian in&uenza (H5N1) never posed a threat to mankind, but then

scientists started tinkering with it, creating a hybrid with human pandemic potential.

Some of that research has been undertaken in Pentagon-funded biolabs in Ukraine.

Gates and Dr. Anthony Fauci, former director of the National Institutes of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID) have also funded gain-of-function research on H5N1.

One scientist whose work on H5N1 has been funded by both Fauci and Gates is Dr.

Yoshihiro Kawaoka.

In one experiment, Kawaoka mixed bird &u virus with the Spanish &u virus, resulting in

a highly lethal respiratory virus with human transmission capability. Kawaoka has also
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played around with mixtures of H5N1 and the 2009 H1N1 (swine &u) virus, creating

an airborne hybrid  capable of evading the human immune system, effectively

rendering humans defenseless against it,  and this extremely risky research was

done at a biosafety level 2 lab!

“ The bird flu has been manipulated and tinkered
with in a variety of different ways, making it both
airborne (which it was not initially) and capable of
cross-species infection.”

Fauci also funded the work of virologist Ron Fouchier, a Dutch researcher whose team

created an airborne version of the bird &u using a combination of genetic engineering

and serial infection of ferrets.  So, the bird &u has been manipulated and tinkered

with in a variety of different ways, making it both airborne (which it was not initially)

and capable of cross-species infection.

In 2012, the work of Kawaoka and Fouchier sparked widespread concern about gain-

of-function research, as it was readily recognized that it could accidentally cause a

human pandemic.

As a result, the U.S. government issued a temporary ban on gain-of-function research

on certain viruses in 2014, which remained in place until December 2017.  We now

know this ban was circumvented by Fauci, who continued to fund gain-of-function

research on coronaviruses in China during those years.

It now looks as though weaponized bird &u might eventually be released to achieve

the geopolitical aims of the technocratic cabal that is trying to give the World Health

Organization a monopoly on pandemic decision-making.

Bird &u is widespread among poultry and wild birds  in the U.S.,  but the natural virus

is not very transmissible or lethal to humans. So, if we do end up with a lethal human
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bird &u, there's every reason to suspect it was manmade. There's also every reason to

suspect a bird &u vaccine will be either ineffective, hazardous or both.

Bird Flu Has Spread to Mammals

According to a February 9, 2023, ABC News report,  H5N1 (bird &u) is also affecting

mammals at a rate not previously seen, including skunks, bears, seals, foxes, minks

and even dolphins. University of Massachusetts Boston virologist Nichola Hill told

ABC News:

"The size, range and number of species affected by this outbreak is

unprecedented … That's not really how bird 9u should behave."

While sporadic infections among mammals have been reported for 20 years, the virus

now appears to be spreading between mammals, as opposed to being limited to

individual mammals being infected from eating an infected bird.

This is a brand-new development that has scientists worried. If the virus is mutating

(or being mutated) to spread among mammals, the jump to humans may not be far

behind.

Are Humans Next?

In 2022, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's In&uenza Division

tracked more than 50 human avian in&uenza cases in seven countries and, while

extremely rare, the CDC does anticipate more infections to occur. As noted in its

March 17, 2023, H5N1 update:

"To date, HPAI [highly-pathogenic avian in9uenza] A(H5N1) viruses currently

circulating in birds and poultry, with spillover to mammals, and those that

have caused human infections do not have the ability to easily bind to
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receptors that predominate in the human upper respiratory tract. Therefore,

the current risk to the public from HPAI A(H5N1) viruses remains low.

However, because of the potential for in9uenza viruses to rapidly evolve and

the wide global prevalence of HPAI A(H5N1) viruses in wild birds and poultry

outbreaks, continued sporadic human infections are anticipated.

Continued comprehensive surveillance of these viruses in wild birds, poultry,

mammals, and people worldwide, and frequent reassessments are critical to

determine the public health risk, along with ongoing preparedness efforts."

Canadian experts also fear the bird &u's current momentum has the potential to

become a human pandemic. As reported by Global News March 25, 2023:

"The current outbreak circulating North and South America is known as H5N1

clade 2.3.4.4b. It has killed record numbers of birds and infected mammals.

Although human cases remain rare, Shayan Sharif, a professor and associate

dean with the Ontario Veterinary College … warned the virus is 'gathering

momentum' and becoming more of a human threat.

'Various pieces of the puzzle are coming together for this virus to become

transmissible among humans, he told Global News. 'This particular virus has

the potential to become a pandemic virus, and if it does, then we have to be

absolutely ready because the fatality rate of this virus could be far greater

than what we saw for COVID-19.'"

Current Bird Flu Countermeasures Are the Wrong Approach

Just as we've seen with the COVID pandemic, health authorities insist there's only one

solution to bird &u epidemics, and that is vaccination. Meanwhile, that strategy is

making the situation worse.
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By culling all chickens whenever a single case is detected basically guarantees that

natural immunity will never develop. A far saner strategy would be to eliminate the

chickens that die from the infection but keep those who survive it alive.

An interesting article by regenerative farmer Joel Salatin, in which he discusses the

bird &u cycle, was published by Brownstone Institute in mid-March 2023:

"If thinking people learned only one thing from the COVID pandemic, it was

that oZcial government narratives are politically slanted and often untrue. In

this latest HPAI outbreak, perhaps the most egregious departure from truth is

the notion that the birds have died as a result of the disease and that

euthanasia for survivors is the best and only option …

To be sure, HPAI is and can be deadly, but it never kills everything. The policy

of mass extermination without regard to immunity, without even researching

why some birds 9ourish while all around are dying, is insane. The most

fundamental principles of animal husbandry and breeding demand that

farmers select for healthy immune systems. We farmers have been doing

that for millennia …

But in its wisdom, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA—Usduh) has no

interest in selecting, protecting, and then propagating the healthy survivors.

The policy is clear and simple: kill everything that ever contacted the

diseased birds. The second part of the policy is also simple: ;nd a vaccine to

stop HPAI …

The scorched earth policy is the only option even though it doesn't seem to

be working. In fact, the cycles are coming faster and seem to be affecting

more birds. Someone ought to question the eZcacy."

Bird Flu Solutions That Make Sense
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As noted by Salatin, it's well-recognized among farmers that cramped quarters and

having too many chicken farms too close together, geographically, is the problem.

"The USDA and the industry desperately want to blame wild birds, backyard &ocks,

and dirty shoes rather than looking in the mirror and realizing this is nature's way of

screaming 'Enough!'" Salatin writes.

The answer is relatively simple. Save birds that survive the infection and breed them.

That way, future generations will have natural immunity. "If a &ock gets HPAI, let it run

its course. It'll kill the ones it'll kill but in a few days the survivors will be obvious.

Keep those and put them in a breeding program," Salatin writes.

Secondly, chicken farmers can also ward off epidemics by focusing on optimal herd

sizes. For example, wild turkeys stay in &ocks of no more than a couple of hundred.

Wild pigs rarely exceed groups of 100. For chickens, optimal herd size is about 1,000,

according to Salatin. He goes on to explain:

"An elderly poultry industry scientist visited our farm once and told me that if

houses would break up chickens into 1,000-bird groups it would virtually

eliminate diseases.

He said it was okay to have 10,000 birds in a house as long as they were in

1,000-bird units. That way their social structure can function in a natural

interaction. Animals have a hierarchy of bullies and timids. That social

structure breaks down above optimal size …

While I don't want to sound 9ippant or above HPAI susceptibility, incident

rates de;nitely indicate less vulnerability in well-managed pastured 9ocks.

Creating an immune-building protocol surely merits research as much as

overriding the immune system with vaccines and trying to stay ahead of

disease mutations and adaptations with human cleverness. How about

humbly seeking nature for solutions rather than relying on hubris?



The parallels between HPAI expert orthodoxy and COVID orthodoxy are too

numerous to mention … The HPAI worry feeds food worry, which makes

people clamor for government security. People will accept just about

anything if they're afraid … Think it through and then embrace a more natural

remedy: well-managed decentralized pastured poultry with appropriate 9ock

sizes."

Pay Attention to Upcoming Narratives

As we move forward, keep an eye on the narratives we're being fed. Again, if bird &u

becomes a human epidemic or pandemic, there are plenty of reasons to suspect it's a

weaponized virus, and the "solution" offered will be the same as that for COVID-19:

"Get vaccinated."

Considering the widespread harm caused by the COVID-19 mRNA shots, can we really

trust that fast-tracked bird &u shots will be any safer or more effective? Already, the

U.S. and other countries are stockpiling H5N1 vaccine  "just in case," which is telling.

While some traditional vaccines are in the lineup, mRNA shots tweaked to target

H5N1 are also being planned, and they probably won't need to undergo additional

testing over and beyond what was already done for the COVID jabs.

This even though recent attempts to make an mRNA-based in&uenza jab have met

with failure. As reported by Reuters:

"Some of the world's leading makers of 9u vaccines say they could make

hundreds of millions of bird 9u shots for humans within months if a new

strain of avian in9uenza ever jumps across the species divide …

In a pandemic, vaccine manufacturers would shift production of seasonal 9u

vaccines and instead make shots tailored to the new outbreak when needed

…
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Many of the potential pandemic shots are pre-approved by regulators, based

on data from human trials showing the vaccines are safe and prompt an

immune response, a process already used with seasonal 9u vaccines.

This means they might not require further human trials, even if they have to

be tweaked to better match whichever strain does jump to humans. Data on

how well the vaccines actually protect against infection would be gathered in

real-time …

Experts have long advocated for new approaches in developing vaccines,

both for seasonal and pandemic 9u. COVID proved the potential of mRNA

technology to adapt more quickly to changing viruses because the vaccines

use genetic information from the pathogen, rather than having to grow the

virus itself.

Moderna's mRNA vaccine research actually began with pandemic 9u, and

was modi;ed for COVID, said Raffael Nachbagauer, executive director of

infectious diseases at Moderna.

The company plans to launch a small human trial of an mRNA pandemic 9u

vaccine tailored to the new avian in9uenza subtype in the ;rst half of 2023,

he said, adding Moderna could respond 'very quickly' in an outbreak scenario.

The results will be closely watched, as the data on Moderna's seasonal 9u

candidate was mixed."

To think that an mRNA-based jab against a weaponized bird &u will be any safer than

the shots for COVID-19 would be naïve in the extreme, if you ask me, yet you can be

sure we'll be told otherwise, if bird &u does end up spreading among the human

population.

Be Prepared



One of the best things I did in my youth was join the Boy Scouts. Their motto "Be

Prepared" has been enormously useful my entire life. Well, it applies to bird &u as

well. While we don't know for sure, as no studies have been done, it is highly likely

that many of the same protocols used in early outpatient treatment of COVID will also

work for bird &u, since they are both viral respiratory pathogens.

As a `rst basic prevention step, optimize your vitamin D (the ideal range is between

60 ng/ml and 80 ng/ml). Be sure to measure it to con`rm, as there is no way to know

what your vitamin D level is without doing a blood test.

Summer is nearly here, so ditch your oral vitamin supplement and strip off your

clothes and get out in the sun around solar noon, which is 1 p.m. for most people in

the U.S. To learn more, download my "Vitamin D in the Prevention of COVID-19"

report, available on stopCOVIDcold.com.

In case you do get sick, I would strongly advise you to purchase a nebulizer so that

you can nebulize hydrogen peroxide at `rst signs of symptoms. Just go to my

Bitchute channel and look for my peroxide videos. They have full instructions on how

to do this.

At present, the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) seems to have one

of the best COVID treatment protocols. It's called I-CARE and can be downloaded

from covid19criticalcare.com.  They also have a treatment protocol for RSV and

inEuenza. Print them out and make sure you have the basic supplements in your

medicine cabinet.

Login or Join to comment on this article
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Guillermou

More plandemics are needed, more fear is needed for people already mesmerized by the propaganda

of the Covid-19. What at `rst was just fear can become another plandemic that helps the Great Reset

in its diabolical program against humanity. The evil handlers need to fabricate a new crisis to sell the

fake meat, previously slaughtering the cattle by vaccinating them to death. “What this means is that we

are really playing with that complete corporate takeover of protein production, where only a licensed

poultry producer, who has the latest P`zer bird &u vaccine, on all of their birds, can produce chickens.” .

Atlas said Fauci was creating fear deliberately and often on purpose, stating that he felt he was

"immoral." Red`eld corroborated with Atlas regarding Fauci's scaremongering.

I believe that the great pandemic is still in the future, and it will be a pandemic of avian in&uenza for

man. It will have a signi`cant mortality in the range of 10-50%. Bill Gates, as early as 2008, was

awarding grants to a Wisconsin physician, Dr. Yoshihiro Kawaoka, to examine 'mutations in avian

in&uenza viruses that could lead to a pandemic or global. &u outbreak. This same researcher later

published a study explaining that he mixed and matched those strains with the Spanish &u, creating a

very deadly disease.

The following year, Gates provided exponentially more millions of dollars to this research group. All

indications point to the fact that the human bird &u was created in a laboratory `nanced by Fauci and

Bill Gates. Some of this research, in fact, has been carried out in biological laboratories in Ukraine with

funding from the Pentagon.

winepressnews.com/2022/12/16/former-cdc-director-red`eld-warns-the-gr..  mass-culling-scenario/

(12/16/2022) en-volve.com/2022/05/20/gates-and-fauci-caught-funding-gain-of-functio..

 to-the-next-deadly-pandemic/ (2022)

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Guillermou

Everything has its continuity, more plandemics are needed to enrich BigPharma and continue with

depopulation. The vaccine industry, along with the powers that be, is currently planning the next

pandemic, which some argue is already fully planned and waiting to be unleashed when the

appointed time arrives. Some of the biggest vaccine corporations on the planet are reportedly

preparing their new H5N1 human avian &u shots in preparation for what Dr. Paul Cottrell says will

be the release of some kind of chimeric bioweapon made up of SARS, HIV and bird &u. Vaccine

giants GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Moderna and CSL Seqirus recently told Reuters they have already

started or are about to start testing the new shots, which are designed to target a hypothetical

"mutated" version of H5N1 that is transmitted to the humans.

Sano`, another pharmaceutical competitor, says that it already has H5N1 vaccines in stock and

that they are "ready", meaning they are ready to be released at any time once the government is

ready to announce the upcoming Pandemic 2.0. Moderna has indicated that its H5N1 injections

will be made using the same messenger RNA (mRNA) technology found in its covid injections,

which means even more spike proteins inside people's bodies.

www.theepochtimes.com/health/vaccine-companies-say-they-stand-ready-fo..  (03/21/2023)

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

juststeve

Gui, what goes around comes around. No matter what, the Powers that Be most likely will regret

playing around with the Bird Flu as it looks like as things are unraveling all around and everywhere -

the Chickens Are Coming Home to Roost.

Posted On 04/03/2023
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juststeve

Gui, WE are what we eat, we are also what has been eaten by what we eat. The situation is and has

been critical with toxic, Dis-eased animals also deemed Safe & Effective through Marketing,

Messaging Science pushing a notion Production of the most units possible with the fewest human

hands possible. The picture continues to come into focus and all the clearer as to what Farmer Bill

Gates et all, are up too. If you can't beat them, buy them, then bury them and then there is only one

savior, Farmer Bad Bird Billy Gates and Green Slime lab leftovers from other bad experiments to `ll

an unnecessary need arti`cially created by him and others like him.  How many are walking around

in a chronic state of misery thinking they are sick and need a chemical `x when we have the means

to produce healthy crops and livestock with real immune systems that in turn afford us with our

own healthy immune systems.  Healthy Immune systems do not pass forward pathogens. Just

Sayn'

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Guillermou

Well said, Just, we are what we eat and people are being fed junk food and now they want to sell us

fake meat and genetically modi`ed `sh to add to the industrial agriculture of glyphosate. In his

2014 book on the American poultry industry, "The Meat Racket," Christopher Leonard describes

modern poultry houses "are connected with automatic feeders, ventilation systems, water lines,

and thermostats, all controlled from a centralized computer system and a room control on one side

of the coop "Feral chickens, when left alone, lay about 10 eggs a year.  But through genetic

manipulation and selective breeding, laying hens used on factory farms can now produce more

than 300 eggs per year. This overproduction of eggs seriously affects the body of the hens. Many

chickens develop osteoporosis, tumors, uterine prolapse and other painful and often fatal

conditions.

Workers from one of the world's largest egg factories arrived at the plant in Rembrandt, Iowa to

`nd they were about to be out of a job. As they gathered in the huge barns that housed scores of

caged chickens, the workers were told to forget about their usual routine of collecting eggs and

feeding the birds.  Overnight, the factory had started culling more than 5 million chickens using a

gruesome method of slaughter after detecting a single case of avian in&uenza. More than 22

million birds have been killed in an attempt to contain the outbreak, the majority in Iowa, the largest

US egg producer. The culling of 5.3 million hens at Rembrandt is the largest culling of any country

industrial farm. strangesounds.org/2022/04/us-egg-factory-roasts-alive-5-3m-chickens-in..

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Guillermou

Former CDC Director Robert Red`eld recently warned that gain-of-function research and

bioterrorism will inevitably lead to a future bird &u pandemic. The US government is already

mapping a suspected new strain of bird &u that is spreading from wild birds to mammals and

causing strange behavior. Oddly enough, a blockbuster drug is already in the works to “treat” this

upcoming bird &u. This drug is called Peramivir and has the brand name Rapivab. The

pharmaceutical company behind the treatment, BioCryst Pharmaceuticals, has already prepared a

list of common side effects for its blockbuster drug. These side effects include: "having false

beliefs that cannot be changed with facts" and "seeing, hearing, or feeling things that are not there."

The drug's package insert might also say that "other side effects resemble a zombie apocalypse."

www.usgs.gov/centers/nwhc/news/new-study-describes-hpai-infections-wil..  (03/20/2023).----

www.drugs.com/.../peramivir-side-effects.html

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Segstar

Gui i agree more plandemics are urgently needed..Perhaps then more people might eventually

wake up, even though i doubt it .I'm often reminded, when you have an old dilapidated building, it's

best to tear it down and rebuild from scratch.. Seems like this is what is currently warranted..

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Krofter

The bird &u is just another ploy to get PEGylated nanotech (graphene oxide and other metalic

nanotech) into us via chickens that have been vaccinated with the same type of PEGylated

nanotech used in the covid jabs. It's that nanotech that's now causing the jabbed to give off blue

tooth MAC signals.  secularheretic.substack.com/p/its-the-trojan-horse-technology-not  As Joel

Salatin correctly pointed out, its the crowded conditions and terrible diet that makes chickens in

factory farms sick. Same with us.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

rrealrose

Hi Gui, IMPORTANT BACKGROUND - over the weekend, Ivor Cummins re-posted this 40 minute

history lesson on Agenda 2020, now called Agenda 2030, outlining roles and positions taken by the

WEF Young Leaders, Bilderbergers, Trilateral Commission, Club of Rome and more: "Stunning

Short History - of Why the World has Gone Mad-" - - www.bitchute.com/.../gEXK664jsNkS  -

sustainable future translates to mean a society with far fewer members, thus far less to control,

leaving Way More for the Elites.........My note: the cooperation of the WEF with Interpol in at least

(2) cyber-polygon exercises (tabletop exercises for strengthening cyber security) should alarm

everyone reading today.

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Guillermou

Thanks Segstar, yes, when the mandates and lockdowns of people to cause a food and health

crisis are not so effective, the gain of the function in the end will be able to cause another new

plandemic. For now, the media are already scaring the population. The tragedy is that the Great

Reset will continue to enhance the mistakes made with the C-19. THE MEDIA IS FINALLY

BEGINNING TO COME CLEAN ABOUT COVID-19 Scott Atlas provides an insider's account of the

horrendous mistakes made throughout the `rst year of the pandemic. By Pierre Kory, MD, MPA.

This article does a phenomenal job of breaking down much of what actually went wrong in the `rst

year of COVID-19 (which set the stage for the vaccines being pushed on the public) and what those

issues mean for our society which has now been left struggling to pick up the pieces from this

debacle. pierrekory.substack.com/p/the-media-is-`nally-beginning-to?utm_source..  (03/23/2023)

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Guillermou

Thanks Krofter and ROSE. There are several even more obvious reasons why, if there is ever a

human H5N1 outbreak or vaccination push, we will know we are in the midst of another Plandemic:

1) H5N1 almost never infects people. News about highly pathogenic avian in&uenza usually starts

with how deadly it is. 2) There has never been an H5N1 pandemic and no human infection has

been identi`ed. So far in 2022, that's an extraordinary safety record, given how dirty US factory

farms and slaughterhouses are and how quickly infection spreads among crowded birds.

3) H5N1 is not transmitted from person to person. There are only a handful of There are only a

handful of "possible" cases in the entire world So put it by the CDC. The research suggests that

virus hunters like the Gates Foundation's Scott Dowell exaggerated the truth in their search for

communicable H5N1. 4) There are no food safety risks associated with H5N1. There are no food

safety risks associated with H5N1. handle raw chicken If farm workers and meat packers don't get

bird &u from dirty factory farms or slaughterhouses, it's no wonder the rest of us don't get bird &u

from eating raw eggs or handling raw chicken.

5) Anthony Fauci has made signi`cant investments in gain-of-function research to realize the

pandemic potential of H5N1. Gates also contributed!, making it easily transmissible from person to

person. In this video from IceAge Farmer, Christian Westbrook talks about Russia's claim that the

U.S. Funded Ukraine experiments with engineered strains of bird &u that could kill 50 percent of

humanity organicconsumersassociation.substack.com/p/stop-plandemic-bird-&u
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rrealrose

Gui, So this is the reason Epoch Times had an article yesterday on the CDC watching a Marburg

outbreak in parts of Africa? WE have no de`nitive proof what's going to happen, 20 plus years of

gain of function dual-use vaxxn and bio-weapon research has already been `nanced...in the

privacy of laboratories all over the globe. "They" can distract and point everyone to pay attention to

bird &u, then release Marburg instead! All the while, Banks will be failing, consolidating, setting the

stage for CBDCs and more controls on general populations, leading to one world governance. All

this sounds insane, right?

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Krofter

Guillermou - Do you know of any scienti`cally documented cases of viral contagion from animals

to humans? The word "capable" was used in the article. Rose - Attorney Todd Callender has been

saying that the gear up for marburg has been under way for some time. It's being implemented via

nanotech in the jabs that's easily manipulated by the certain EMF wave lengths. Dr. Mercola wrote

a book warning about he dangers of EMF's. They can generate a myriad of symptoms, including

marburg. Callender has provided a lot of research about this as does my previous link.
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Guillermou

Yes, Rose, the globalists are `ghting humanity with pandemics, depopulation, famine and war.

Madness meets in some psychopathic minds guided by the conditioned and interested vision of

BigPharma to create vaccines to save the world from a generation of pathogens that must be

destroyed and what they achieve is to generate new, more lethal strains. Russia's ambassador to

the UN, Vassily Nebenzia, presented evidence that there are at least thirty suspected biolabs in

Ukraine. These biolabs are jointly funded by the United States under its Defense Threat Reduction

Agency. Nebenzia accused the United States and Ukraine of working on strains of plague, anthrax,

tularemia, cholera, leptospirosis, coronaviruses, and other deadly diseases using synthetic

biological enhancements.

These projects also include enhancements to pandemic H5N1 in&uenza, which can cause a 50

percent fatality in human populations.

www.c-span.org/video/?518615-1/un-security-council-meets-russian-claim..

 .--------------------------------Although we cannot trust what the WHO says, it seems that they are not

creating another plandemic: "The outbreak of the Marburg disease in Equatorial Guinea is being

controlled," said the acting director of Africa CDC, Ahmed Ogwell, in a conference telematic press.

Since last day 2, he speci`ed, "No new cases or con`rmed deaths have been reported" due to the

disease.

On February 28, the Ministry of Health of Equatorial Guinea reported on its Twitter social network

account the death of two other people with symptoms of the Marburg virus disease. Equatorial

Guinea declared on February 13 an outbreak of the Marburg virus disease, which, until the 21st of

that month, had left at least nine accumulated cases, including one con`rmed, four probable and

four suspected, according to the data collected. by the World Health Organization.

www.reddit.com/r/autotldr/comments/11t4kr4/africa_cdc_marburg_outbreak..
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steelj

Dr. Mercola saw through the bird &u hoax 15 years ago, while others are still fooled today. There have

been so many times I've read something presented in the media, even the alternative media, as new,

bombshell information and I thought "Heck, Mercola readers knew that years ago". Dr. M saw through

the COVID hoax and the jab debacle from the beginning, and warned us with clear, precise, accurate

information. Is anybody else irritated by the fact the most publicized jab critics were so foolish as to

have believed the lies and actually been dumb enough to get jabbed?

Like Malone, McCullough, Malhotra for example. Seems like all those presented as wise and brave

enough to challenge the narrative were not nearly as wise and brave as Dr. M. Why are they trotted out

as such thought leaders for the movement when they were so easily fooled? Millions of us saw through

it from the beginning - it was obvious, for God's sake. I appreciate their contributions and I'm very glad

they came around. But I, for one, never forget how easily fooled they were.
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Guillermou

Yes, humanity faces the business of plandemics. In 2017, the United States imposed the "Coalition

for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations" (CEPI) on its partners in North America, Western and

Nordic Europe, Oceania, and East Asia using the Davos Forum. CEPI is the "public-private"

organization that aims to "derail epidemics by accelerating vaccine development." It was founded

in 2017 by the Davos World Economic Forum or "Davos Forum". This "coalition" is made up of and

co-`nanced, among others: The American Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and a consortium of

States formed whose laboratories in these industries are dedicated to the production of vaccines

against Covid19 and have already signed commitments for their marketing receiving multi-million

dollar subsidies.

The CEPI-WHO duo demonstrates the "understanding" between the Davos Forum and the UN. They

are the organizations in charge of instrumentalizing the terror generated by the pandemic to adapt

society, its populations, the environment, the economy and the States, to the Power of the New

Capitalist Order in the so-called IV Industrial Revolution and to the new sense of world governance.

.
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Guillermou

Kennedy brilliantly counters all the `ctional narratives used by the ruling elites to perpetuate an

endless crisis. He carefully documents the massive damage an anti-scienti`c Covid political

regime, most notably its vaccine mandates, has caused great destruction. Brutal lockdowns,

unscienti`c vaccination mandates, mask requirements, school closures, myriad coercive edicts,

ongoing propaganda campaigns full of lies and myths, censorship of dissenting voices, harsh

punishment of those who they simply want to make their own health decisions. How could these

people have so easily, so quickly, and so totally aligned with all the crude propaganda from Big

Pharma? How could what passes for a robust liberal intelligentsia have so ritually embraced the

continuous stream of lies, myths and fairy tales?

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/letter-to-liberals-censorship-covi..  (08(02/2022).--------

www.globalresearch.ca/robert-f-kennedy-jr-politics-covid-calling-liber..  (09/13/2022)
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juststeve

Yes, three years and the meter is still running. While it is on one hand extremely welcomed It is

also extremely beyond irritating to see one timid voice after another express the notion, we just

uncovered this or that about C-19, when Doc and just day to day people who visit here knew or had

enough information to see through it all from nearly day one.
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Tallulah2

Seriously people. You do not need a man made anything to herd billions into accepting a bioweapon

jab. Just create the perception that there is such a thing, which very cleverly even deceives many of the

conspiracy theorists, and its job done. Articles like this help propogate this fear. I would say articles

like this are a particular virus, which herds more people into the dead end chamber. When you

understand that germ theory is one of the biggest perception deceptions holding humans in slavery to

the system it all makes sense. Stop believing the lies, the truth really does set you free. The truth is

your Holy Grail.
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juststeve

You just nailed it. Nothing real has to exist, how many examples have there already been to later be

proven to be pure Bull Spit. They can get further when nothing is real because if anyone is actually

looking for the truth, by the time the truth is out and in the open, the damage was already done.
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airsurfer

I often say 'when in doubt, check if it gives more power to the king/gov/warlord'. Which germ

theory obviously does. You want to poison your subjects against their will? No problem. 'But they'll

resist or at least try to kill you, no?' Not if you make them perceive the threat as invisible (=

unveri`able) and within them, so they will `ght against their own and leave you well alone. Our

handler makes us do all the work for him. So I ask people: 'What do YOU really want in your life?' 'If

you would die tomorrow, what would you do today?' Party and see my loved ones.
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Sue12Cross

The day Allopathic Medicine provides uncontaminated and healthy food in its hospitals and tries to

cure instead of cover up illness, is the day I'll start believing in it. Germ Theory was chosen as

opposed to Terrain because it `tted Allopathy's aim to sell drugs and operations to customers and

for life. I still can't understand why Dr Mercola, who is pretty critical of most psyops seems to be

stuck with Pasteur's dogma. Fear is the bioweapon and at the moment you have a choice of lurking

deaths. You can be afeared of being nuked, of bird &u, succumbing to a 'weather bomb', starving to

death, being imprisoned in a 15 min city or there's probably a terrorist or an alien attack in the

oung, there's another 'huge' hole in the sun or there's sure to be a meteorite passing along shortly.

Meanwhile in the our beautiful world, the sun's out the birds are singing and my `rst artichoke plant

has pushed through the soil and so many people are missing all this. We're all going to die of

something but how about we try to live in freedom before we do?
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jhy7142

Tallulah2 They still promote the germ and virus theory here its getting old and keeps the crap going

. All that bad schooling must be let go just like all the lies of made up history . TRUTH is their

freedom but lies prevail and they can not `gure it out that we have been lied to since the money

grabbers took over the show .Time is short but the bull shat still &ows freely here .
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Sue12Cross

Has any one ever proved that bird &u exists? This is just the same old fear porn..oh and it also to make

the masses frightened of keeping poultry....and/or to try to stop those who aren't. Birds are healthy and

long lived, I have a friend who has massive funding to research into why they are so healthy and live so

long...I wonder why? Anyone on here ever kept birds? If you do, then you must know the `rst symptom

of stress in a bird is respiratory detox and if you don't deal with that stress, by giving a simple

electrolyte, then death occurs within 24 hours - there's your bird &u.

Oh and just to top it all 'bird &u' is 'diagnosed' with the wonderful pcr test. If there are wild birds dying,

then it's poisoning and a a great way to cover up and avoid diucult questions on industrial and

agricultural pollution. Finally ask yourself this question: how can you weaponise something that is a

detox ... answer - by pushing fear and stressing people out so they can no longer think straight. Any

one who falls for this is building their own prison.
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ragus

Right on, Sue! Next time one of is talking to a biologist, and they mention bird &u, try asking them if

they know that the error prone RT-PCR test is used for diagnosis. Next, enlighten them how the

PCR-test works, and that the inventor Kary Mullis said to never use it as a diagnostic tool for any

diseases. Then, continue by sharing with them, that you can get the result you want, by dialing up

and down the Cycle Threshold, and create 1. No crisis, 2. A medium crisis, or 3. A HUGE crisis. Oh,

and them ask them if they know what Koch's postulates are, and if they have ever replicated a virus

themselves.
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Sue12Cross

Ragus, thank you! I would only add, that this is quite a good starting point and explains why 'they'

could only begin using the pcr and thus manufacture or rather initially computer-model the

numbers of 'infections', after its inventor was dead www.youtube.com/watch  and then read this for

free on Internet Archive: archive.org/.../2up   As you write, everything is out there but if you're

running around like Chicken Licken, Henny Penny et al thinking the sky is falling on your head then

you're doomed to remain in ignorance.
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Guillermou

Yes, another engineered plandemic is taking place, this time against US poultry and the US

government diagnoses chickens with bird &u through fraudulent PCR tests and then euthanizes

them According to the government, bird &u, or bird &u, is ravaging chicken and turkey farms,

meaning oucials must cull these birds to prevent people from eating their meat and eggs, even

though cooked meat and eggs are certainly safe for consumption. . The latest poultry genocide

has occurred in Iowa, where 5.3 million chickens and 88,000 turkeys were killed for allegedly being

infected with bird &u. Nationwide, some 22 million egg-laying hens, 1.8 million broilers, 1.9 million

pullets and other commercial chickens, and 1.9 million turkeys have been culled so far amid the

panic.

. The corporate media blame it on "bird &u" which is caught from "wild birds" that &y across the

country, they claim. Because of these wild birds, tens of millions of chickens and turkeys have to

be slaughtered. Bird &u serves as a cover to destroy the food supply and hasten shortages of both

chicken eggs and chicken meat (as well as turkey meat). More than 40 million laying hens have

died in the current outbreak, according to USDA data. Importantly, it doesn't say they died of avian

in&uenza.

They died by being sacri`ced. Put another way, the reason so many birds die during an outbreak is

because health authorities order farmers to kill them. in humans, jabs are the kill shots. Mass

slaughter of chickens is often carried out by mass asphyxiation. They turn off the fans and the

chickens are trapped in their production prisons, being cooked and suffocated. Chicken production

farms don't bother running around injecting every chicken with a kill shot.

www.cbsnews.com/minnesota/news/iowa-farms-to-lose-5-million-birds-to-b..

 rumble.com/v220asw-situation-update-122322-mass-chicken-culling-based-..
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DebbyW

I've been saying from the beginning that killing the whole &ock when they `nd bird &u is a

ridiculous way to deal with the illness. They should isolate the &ock from others, then let it run its

course. The survivors are now protected from future "epidemics" and may pass on some immunity.

How can scientists in the USDA be so stupid? They aren't. They're following an agenda. They tried

to hit backyard farmers too by messing with their feed. Chickens suddenly stopped laying. But

once the chicken owners switched to local feed, the chickens resumed egg laying. All part of a

food conspiracy.
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axkershaw

Sue: It is just another way to expalain the supply shortage and in&ation. The big farmers who kill

their &ocks are subsidized so they do not lose money and may even make more through arti`cially

in&ated prices. it is simple. The .00001% banksters can make as much money as needed digitally.

True wealth; land, and resources, human and mineral cannot be created digitally. In order to get

and control that wealth, it has to be available. Almost all the troubles in the world can be linked to

the bankster .00001% in control. I like your solutions. Keep backyard chickens and bees and grow

your own.

I have done all for more than 30 years in the suburbs where it is against regulations. A little honey

and a few eggs work wonders to keep neighbors and even oucials content. Probably the

ubiquitous Roundup ingredient, glyphosate is harming all living things. Glyphosate chelates cations

like Zn++, Mg++ that are necessaryfor a healthy immune system. Even wild animals are poisoned

by it and DDT and lead. Vaccines will not `x that. Banning glyphosate would probably reduce gun

and suicide violence, because people would feel happier.
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forbiddenhealing

Ever seen a chicken CAFO? Like New York City/any overcrowded city.....Fake nutrition, bad water, lotsa

drugs, no sunshine or nature.  Some chicken farmers found Vitamin C given to &ocks prevents bird

&u...and I would add access to bugs/soil/sunshine unlike modern monocropping of everything. So

there's the overeducated university-idiot way vs the organic work-with-nature scienti`cally correct

way....A spiritual con&ict at its heart...The love of money(for the immoral insecure) vs the zen of

nature; membershipteachings.wordpress.com/.../over-efforting
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Guillermou

Yes, Industrial farming with antibiotics and constant stress produces undesirable bacteria and

diseases in chickens that are then transmitted to people, as well as promotes a serious crisis of

antibiotic-resistant diseases. The mistreatment of animals is part of the contempt for the

environment and nature. It is estimated that 99 percent of the chickens currently raised in the

United States are con`ned to factory farms. This estimate becomes more approximate for

chickens raised worldwide, although an estimated 74 percent of farmed terrestrial animals are

raised in factory farms. Factory farms in the United States produced more than nine billion broiler

chickens in 2020.

In his 2014 book on the American poultry industry, "The Meat Racket," Christopher Leonard

describes modern chicken coops "are wired with automatic feeders, ventilation systems, water

lines and thermostats, all controlled from a centralized computer system and a control room on

one side of the coop” Wild chickens, when left alone, lay about 10 eggs a year. But through genetic

manipulation and selective breeding, laying hens used on factory farms can now produce more

than 300 eggs per year. This overproduction of eggs seriously affects the body of the hens. Many

chickens develop osteoporosis, tumors, uterine prolapse, and other painful and often fatal

conditions.

Every stage of a farmed chicken's life is fraught with treatment that many people consider

inhumane. Chicks start their lives in mass hatcheries, along with thousands of other chicks who

are never allowed to meet their parents. The lamps provide arti`cial heat to replace the mother's

body heat, where the chicks would normally spend the `rst few days of life nestled under her

wings. After being transported from hatcheries, both broiler chickens and laying hens spend the

rest of their lives in intensely crowded, often unsanitary conditions.
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rrealrose

Hi Capt'n, You may want to review the entire Joel Salatin article (an excerpt in the above) on "Why

Are the Chickens So Sick?" - - brownstone.org/.../why-are-the-chickens-so-sick  its a 9-minute

read, and covers the gamut from overcrowding to stupid response by USDA...every govt agency

has been captured for quite some time, making silly decisions, run by marketing agendas,

non-elected politicians instead of animal experts.
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Guillermou

In rearing barns and egg-laying facilities, they are prevented from getting adequate rest or

participating in normal social activities. Forced molting is a layer of particularly inhumane

treatment that chickens endure. The process begins when the birds are about a year old, before

being sent to the slaughterhouse. Forced molting involves depriving the chickens of food and

water, which can last anywhere from seven to 28 days. The process is meant to force the hen's

body to produce as many eggs as possible before killing them. While still common in many

regions, forced molting is considered so cruel that many countries and states have banned the

practice. Chickens are also prevented from engaging in virtually all behaviors they would normally

do, including scratching in the dirt for food, dust bathing, perching and nesting, resulting in

psychological damage. A common method of slaughtering factory-raised chickens is known as live

shackle slaughter.

Chickens are hung upside down and their legs are forced into metal stirrups, often causing broken

bones. The chickens are then passed through an electri`ed water bath intended to render them

unconscious before their throats are slit and their bodies thrown into a vat of boiling water

intended to remove their feathers. Antibiotic resistance is considered one of the biggest threats to

human health worldwide. Factory farms are also an ideal breeding ground for pandemics. The

Humane League is working to end the most harmful aspects of industrial chicken farming,

including live shackles and genetic manipulation, through the Better Chicken Commitment. In the

video cruel images of a poultry farm. www.youtube.com/watch
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Segstar

CAFO farms, yeah that's where those wonderful antibiotics are a real "life saver," for the farmer..A

good side effect the animals gain massive "weight," and scales rarely lie..There you have it a win

win for those "poor" CAFO farmers.. But at "whose" expense??
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forbiddenhealing

Seg...As with all arti`cial scams, externalities escape mention..like the environment wrecking

production of electric vehicles to prevent climate change..pharmaceutical side effects..weapons

production..and of course chemical agriculture and food processing. These clever shortcutters

must be cut-short before they cut us.
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Almond

I would not want to eat anything that came out of a CAFO that was so toxic that employees had to

wear gas masks.
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jef9075

"Summer is nearly here, so ditch your oral Vitamin D supplement, strip off your clothes and get some

sun...." Dr. Mercola.  It's kind of funny how the mainstream media accused Dr. Mercola of

misinformation so that he could pro`t off of selling his supplements. Thanks for being the real deal

Doc! Oh... let's make sure to take off those shoes and socks while we're at and get some good

grounding.
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Jeremiah.8

Why? So the ticks with dozens of life altering diseases that the government weaponized 70 years

ago will crawl up our legs and make us disabled? Seriously not looking good for humans.
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airsurfer

So here we have it, how to bring hell to this planet by tricking the brain of those supposed to have

'higher' brain functions. You poison the whole world, make everything sick, and then blame it on some

magic boogeyman. They might as well call it witchery again to accuse and kill... 'legally'. BUT.. but...

fortunately, those fearmongering politicians and world 'leaders' turn out to be self proclaimed 'heroes'

who understand everything, outsmart 'stupid' nature, and will save us all by all their (illegal to verify)

'measures to counter'. So besides poisoning the world, they'll inject you (or whatever `nal 'solution' they

'offer' you) with some more poison.

To 'save' you. Everything evil/destructive has been ready since forever. The only thing keeping it under

control is daily decisions and resistance. If you don't care about truth, you don't care about life, about

yourself, about love. As pointed out by arthur `rstenberg, some magic virus is also wiping out entire

bird colonies near the netherlands. And that magic virus is only present where they increased the

amount of 4G and 5G radiation (by installation and activation of new antennas). The magic virus goes

further than 200 miles, but magically doesn't affect a 30 mile nearby area (some of the islands of the

waddenzee eilanden) bird resting place, where they didn't increase the arti`cial (meaning man made)

radiation.

But no worries, in the end, the 'scientists' working for the cell tower companies will '`gure out' that their

towers 'need' to be chemically treated to kill the magic virus and all of their employees be vaxed for the

same reason. I guess life always leaves an initial choice between truth and lie, which means we can

defeat it and realize what other lies we are born and burdened with.
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Jeremiah.8

They might as well call it witchery".  God does call it just that. Revelation 18:23 And the light of a

candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be

heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries

were all nations deceived. pharmakeia: the use of medicine, drugs or spells Original Word: , ,  Part

of Speech: Noun, Feminine Transliteration: pharmakeia Phonetic Spelling: (far-mak-i'-ah)

De`nition: the use of medicine, drugs or spells Usage: magic, sorcery, enchantment.
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wendybolt

I had the bird &u (as far as I can tell) around 1970. I was very sick for about a week then recovered the

second week. This was before I took any vitamins or supplements at all and I was using pot and

alcohol regularly. Pretty sure I'm immune to any bird &u. My body was working very hard to `ght off the

&u and it did. Not worried at all about any bird &u or any &u, cold or covid whatsever. Now I maintain a

robust level of Vitamin D3 of around 100 ng/ml, along with plenty of Vitamin C and other nutrients as

needed. I am NOT afraid.
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SusieP

This worries me because the inter species transmission will enable them to insist we cull our pets. In

the UK the government discussed culling all the cats (which of course you could never achieve).
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YerJamminMe

You should be more worried about whether or not they will stop at pets. If we refuse to "fall in" will

there be fallout?
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Anais17

This is exactly what I’ve been thinking. Whether it’s real or not, the writing’s on the wall - they’re

coming for our pets. This is why they are now requiring that all cats be microchipped. Richard

Vobes, who has a channel on YouTube, says they have been importing planeloads of bird &u

vaccines into the UK. There is also the issue of the contamination and destruction of our food

supply, now that livestock are being injected with mRNA.
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jef9075

Yes SusieP. My pets are family, and I will protect them with extreme force if necessary.
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rrealrose

If you Brits had called out the massive over-estimating and subsequent fearmongering by Neil

Ferguson, a physicist!! at Imperial College (who's seat was being paid for by the Gates Foundation)

you may not have lost nearly so many during hoof-and-mouth. Neil is still making dire predictions,

as an advisor to the WHO!! Please do your own homework! Listen to Dr. Mike Yeadon on this topic

(buried in his discussions of covid-19) and talk to your neighbors and friends. When you have

assembled enough evidence, then pass this information on.
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Almond

A hillarious image of cat-herding pops into my mind with chubby bureaucrats trying to catch cats

that do not want to be caught..
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Almond

The covid orthodoxy will be running another scheme. I know this because they have found a pro`table

model that works. They will continue running this narative until it no longer works. With all the

shortages we are seeing, the one thing that is not in short supply is human stupidity. Humans, as a

species are not all that intelligent. You can observe behaviors in the human population that rarely exist

in the wild kingdom. The only "real science" that exists is supporting and working with nature.

As Hippocrates said, "The physician treats, nature heals." So, it is important to look to nature for

solutions. Joel Saladin's, observations. Also, bolstering human immunity by people living more natural

lives in greater proximity to nature, growing their own organic food in clean soil, uncontaminated water.

I am not referring to "the experts", maybe urban arborists who propose planting trees along an arcade,

but actual contact with the wilderness. Not just looking at the wilderness, but working and making a

living on the land.

In the wilderness, we will `nd the preservation of the world. To start with, people should be producing

at least 50% of the food they consume. This alone would limit the control of the food/pharmaceutical

industries and govt over our lives. We need to return to the concept of victory gardens to reassert

control over our lives and health. Too much "tribal knowledge", that was once passed down from one

generation to the next, has been lost.

Skills, knowing the reasons for doing things, the stories and legends. There are many other solutions

as excellent alternatives to vaxines--that do not work anyway. Everything, from enhanced nutrition and

the cheap cost of vitamin D-etc. supplementation, to every household keeping a homeopathic nosode

kit (to neutralize epidemic/pandemic diseases) stocked in a home medicinary. I think globalists set up

a killing industry. seeking to starve/malnourish us, control our minds and steal our assets, and steal

our souls
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Almond

Knowledge is power. We need to question why so much information has been withheld and people

have been told lies. Why should we be expected to "trust the science" rather than to "review the

research" and ask questions? Truth can stand alone and needs no authority to approve it. How is it

that govt could contact every household with AIDS information or send out census takers, but not

the same kind of attention with covid? This is not the `rst &u pandemic. Why have the lessons

learned from earlier epidemics been forgotten and not broadcast and implemented?

Media has no incentive to publish information that reduces the marketing of drugs and vaccines

when as many as 70% of their advertisers are pharmaceutical companies. For example, during

1918, hospitals in warmer climate put patient's beds on balconies and outdoors to reduce the

spread of disease. The army has traditionally had soldiers sleeping head-to-foot with windows

open during pandemics. There were (and are) special diets for many diseases. Daily outdoor

exercise was standard for school children. Housewives were ordered to change sheets and bed

clothes frequently, open windows to air rooms out and let in the sunlight.

This is no longer possible in many climate-controlled buildings where windows do not even open. It

is one more example of how distanced from nature man has become. How many people, esp. the

elderly, spend their entire lives indoors, never walking far anywhere... like chickens con`ned to

cages? Then, people eat food that is not healthy. For many millenia, city people understood a need

to &ee the cities during times of epidemics--to at least to send their children to the countryside.

Too much crowding has always led to disease outbreaks.
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Robin\nity

Living on the land is a `ne idea, but these days there can be very small ticks present that if infected

can transmit Lyme disease and co-infections, making people quite sick and sometimes killing

them. No, we can't just live on the land. We need to protect ourself and our pets from these bug

bites. Ticks hang out on the edge of vegetation questing with their two front legs to grab onto

anything that comes by, usually small animals. We need to stay away from touching vegetation,

walk in the center of the path, do not lean up against trees since ticks can be on them deposited by

birds, squirrels and chipmunks - here in the SF Bay Area someone got Lyme disease from hanging

out against a tree in the Great America amusement parking lot.

We need to learn about where ticks are, how they behave and then avoid touching those habitats.

Learn as much as you can about protection for us and pets at www lymedisease org, www lyme

disease association org, Bay Area Lyme Foundation org. www lymenet org offers discussion,

archived discussion threads and referrals to Lyme-literate doctors, since regular doctors don't

know what to do and ID docs - infectious disease doctors are standing down.

And why? Because Lyme and other diseases are bioweapon diseases too. Read Michael Carroll's

book "Lab 257" about that history - the US brought Erich Traub over from Germany after WWII to

the USDA Plum Island lab where they tinkered with ticks, etc. Birds landed on animals kept in open

air pens and &ew the ticks 10 miles north to the Lyme CT bird estuary area where it was reported

20 years later by Polly Murray that her family had gotten sick in the late 50s and kids age 12 were

getting arthritis in their knees.

A few years later it was identi`ed it was ticks spreading Lyme and also the co-infections babesia,

bartonella and ehrlichia, and more. This is serious stuff - we just had a well-known DJ commit

suicide here in the SF Bay Area because he couldn't handle having Lyme in his brain anymore.
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Sue12Cross

Robinin`nity have you ever read this

www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/anthrax-arsenic-and-old-lace/#gsc.t..  this is just one of

many of the same type of articles and papers that question the narrative of 'infection' and 'disease'.

For Lyme's and yes I too have read the papers concerning Operation Paperclip and Eric Traub and

his original remit to create a 'Foot and Mouth (herpes) epidemic' but I also read of the similarities

between Lyme's and mercury poisoning and Shingles and mercury poisoning. My contention is the

whole agenda we are living under at the moment is opposed to the natural world, so the narrative it

to instill fear into the populace by the suggestion that being outside is somehow 'dangerous'.

Even linguistically, this is forced upon us, the word 'panic' deriving from a fear of the forests and

meadows, fear of the countryside, fear of the god Pan. Technocrats hate the natural world because

they neither understand it nor importantly can they control it. That is why, as Almond suggests, a

knowledge and understanding of the bounties provided by the natural world in the way of food,

medicine, shelter and happiness is key to survival, mental and physical.
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Guillermou

The crisis of the C-19 plandemic adds to the Ukraine war and now to the avian &u plandemic. It is

part of the 2030 Agenda, and the purposes of Davos. This is a great help to the sale of fake food,

transhumanism and the Great Reset. Egg prices increased 70% in one year: a dozen is now more

expensive than a pound of ground beef The price of a dozen eggs, a breakfast staple in the US, has

now surpassed the cost of a pound of ground beef. This followed the global outbreak of bird &u

which killed an estimated 100 million poultry worldwide. In December, the US Department of

Agriculture (USDA) reported that the deadly bird &u had decimated nearly 53 million birds in the

United States alone.

As a result, the recent Consumer Price Index (CPI) indicated that prices rose 70 percent in one

year. On the other hand, ground beef prices have fallen from a record high of $4.64 from a high of

$5.12 last August, resulting in a dozen eggs costing more than a pound of ground beef. As the Los

Angeles Daily News reported, the National Chicken Council trade group `led a formal petition with

the FDA asking oucials to remove a rule passed in 2009 that prevents chicken producers from

selling excess eggs because they are not refrigerated properly immediately.

Avian in&uenza has already killed 15 million domestic birds and caused the culling of an

unprecedented 193 million more since October 2021. The virus has traveled from Europe and Asia

to North America, soon after spreading to bird populations in South and Central America.

www.dailynews.com/2023/02/14/a-dozen-eggs-now-costs-more-than-a-pound-..  (2023).------

www.aljazeera.com/features/2023/2/16/will-bird-&u-spark-the-next-pand..  (2023).-----

www.brighteon.com/7ea32468-0521-4403-94a2-b1d71a83f1b6  (2023).----
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brianallen1

Wow! Propaganda in the Bay Area sure is effective. If you are brave enough to venture outside,

don't lean against a tree in the middle of a huge asphalt parking lot. You can die!. I've never hugged

a tree before but that is what I'm going to do today. Communing with nature does not kill.
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Jeremiah.8

Agree, but they own the weather. We can talk on and on about growing our own food etc. , but last

year the drought in the northeast took everything. Hay was cut with only half the yield of the year

before. There go the cows and horses et al. More gmo feed will be necessary with all the poisons

etc. We cannot outrun Revelation. The Pestilence is coming.
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Sue12Cross

Jeremiah.8 It was only at the beginning of the 20th century that grass hay took off as a winter feed

up until then it was mostly tree hay that was cut for herbivores. In drought conditions trees with

their deep tap roots will still `nd water. Cows 'paleo' diet is actually a mix of aquatic plants and tree

fodder, as the original 'cows' were swamp and forest dwellers. Grass-fed in the past would have

meant foraging on old meadows with both grass and hay containing a vast assortment of

nutritious native leafy and &owering plants and with the former, would provide invertebrates too.

Modern pasture contains just a few varieties mostly of fescue, rye grass and clover if meant for

poultry and a few more varieties if for cows and horses, this is neither as nutritious nor does it do

well in all climates. For thousands of years we've had different cycles in weather, with resultant

droughts and &oods but because we were more self suucient and more aware of the nutritional

needs of our poultry and animals, we and they survived.

Even non--GMO grain is junk food for animals, in the case of corn/maize it will shorten their lives

signi`cantly but most industrially farmed animals are so sick anyway as to make no difference and

it keeps the grain industry in business. I take your point about weather manipulation but I am

skeptical of how advanced in this we actually are. My belief is the technocrats who push this

agenda are neither scientists/academics and have no idea whether what they are funding will work

or not, nor what the limitations are.
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Almond

Jeremiah and all... We also had our struggles last year. It was fortunate we are on a well and could

water our garden. Although we had more crop failures than usual, we also had some abundances.

However, we have learned over time that when domestic crops fail, we turn to nature and `nd wild

foods to harvest. One sign of human intelligence and survival is adaptability, whether `nding new

food sources, migrating, or other. Once again, knowledge is power. I work with nature on many

levels... calling in my deer herd year around so they will get used to it--if the does come when

called, the bucks will follow during hunting season. Spring is rabbit clean up time--actually, year

around.

Regularly walking the roads to observe when wild foods will appear, watching the moons for the

best `shing days, saving my own seed that is acclimated, etc. The challenge is to beat the birds to

the wild fruit. This level of involvement with nature is much different than just choosing a nice

melon from the supermarket. You may not always eat what you choose, but there should be good

healthy food available. For example, I am growing a cold hardy variety of mustard greens that we

have been eating over the winter. So, lots of cooked greens. And other greens. I have not had to

resort to sprouts or indoor microgreens this winter. We have been totally without fresh food for

only about 3 weeks, even though we had some snow fall.

(Still had cold storage during that time.) Planted radishes last fall and they are up. Homegrown

mushrooms slowed during the coldest days, but keep producing. Just this week, I ran out of cold

storage carrots. Ran out of potatoes, and pears about a month ago, but have more canned. I have

frozen Jerusalem artichokes as a potato substitute and frozen squash from our garden. Also dried

and frozen foods. I plant a short season native corn for cornmeal. Our new nature year is already

starting as we are planning a `shing trip soon. I `nd little to buy in supermarkets.
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Sue12Cross

Almond, that ability to adapt to change and to recognise and be able to use the wild foods that

surround us is something that has been lost by too many and made them as captive to the whim,

food quality, availability and pricing of commerce as they were in the Industrial Revolution. Here in

France, the majority understand that because of the central position food takes in everyone's life

here and the push of the big supermarkets to grab the total market share. This was particularly

obvious in lockdown when the big supermarkets went all out with the agenda and made shopping

so unpleasant that afterwards people remembered and kept away.

This was even before the supermarkets started to hike the prices of fuel and food. There are so

many ways to obtain food here and everyone uses them from markets to gate sales, to hunting and

gathering. There are also gleaning rights here, I'm sure there are in every country but mostly people

are uninformed. As I live by the sea most of our rights revolve around that, so I can glean mussels

and oysters within a metre of the poles or beds, i.e.

those young ones who slipped through the 'nets' and continued to grow on the sea bed. I can also

glean crops (organic of course) after the pickers/harvesters have been through. As so many

people grow their own food, I can also do swaps, so seeds, eggs, cuttings... When the prices of

organic straw and hay went crazy, I stopped buying and collected leaves and moss from the forests

and woods, my hens and quail actually prefer it.

If the worse came to the worse, I could collect fodder crops from common land. There is masses

of food at every season, even the Winter if you just know where and how to look and an ever

increasing number of people ready to teach how to do just that. Now is the time to hone/acquire

those skills. Interestingly enough many of our wild hedges here were planted with food crops,

which probably weren't even producing for those who did the work, they looked forward to us!
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Almond

Sue12Cross... You make many good points. In our case, I must admit that our diet might become a

bit monotonous living off the land without a garden or supermarket, but we would not go hungry.

We would be limited to how far we could walk on foot, not being safe to travel far from home.

There is abundance in nature. However, it should be a way of life as the learning curve can be quite

steep if people need to learn all at once. Another key thing is to harvest whatever is avail in-season

and not wait until your cupboard is empty. I esp. recall the stories from WWII and was very

impressed with what brave French housewives could do to feed people when refugee relatives

suddenly had to move in with them.

They could stretch their basic supplies well and wild harvest the other foods they needed. Foraging

was dangerous in war zones and coasts were mined. One other thing to mention is the wisdom of

having a well-stocked wine cellar. If there are water shortages, it will be good to have wine and

other beverages. Brewing is an excellent way to preserve the harvest. You would need bottle caps

or swing-top bottles. You do not need a lot of expensive ingredients, either. Just some kind of

sugar and yeast. While I prefer to spend $3 per 5-gallon carboy (worthwhile investment) to get top

grade specialty wine yeast, there is also a powdery yeast on blueberries that will work for making

wine, if necessary.

Likewise, herbal ales can me made with certain herbs (not hops) and honey. Living foods. Many

ancient cities were grew near rich delta lands that also attracted wildlife for hunting and eggs. You

`nd many domestic crops along fence lines because that is where birds sit and poop out seeds.

nature's version of a seed with a fertilizer casing. ; - ) After the covid `asco, it is hard to imagine

anyone trusting govt again. no reason for that since Mt. St. Helens blew and Truman did nto listen

to evacuation orders.
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Sue12Cross

Almond I live in Basse Normandie - so cider country. Organic cider is I euro a bottle here straight

from the farm but its fun to make and we have a cider apple orchard although we grafted on eating

apples to some of them. We also make cider apple vinegar which is easy too. We do make wine but

from elderberries, which our neighbours consider either eccentric or heresy but we are foreigners

so it dosen't matter. I'm seriously thinking about beer and there are a lot of organic micro brewery

start ups here and master brewer courses available. If the fuel crisis carries on as I'm sure it will be

made to do, my suggestion is a donkey, there is someone with an exceedingly fancy donkey cart

around here, he uses it to go shopping but also he goes on holiday in it.

I'd just be satis`ed for it to carry stuff and I've seen a magni`cent donkey ploughing exhibition at a

harvest fair. As for electric vehicles, what a joke they are, all that plastic and wars over resources

and to top it all here in France run on 80% plus nuclear power, which the government has just had

declared a 'green' fuel. Good luck to you, this will be won one family at a time and it's good to know

that all over the world people are working with intelligence and kindness for a much better future.
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ZTFZTF

Few take advantage of the opportunity to spend time outdoors in the natural world, anymore. It's

true that it's diucult to `nd areas which remain relatively pristine these days, and the ticks and

aerial spraying have removed much of the enjoyment for me but I'll continue to get outdoors and

take my chances, regardless. (Re: ticks - on this forum someone mentioned taking a few drops of

Oil of Oregano before hiking as a repellent, which it probably is since it's very strong and I can't

imagine that they'd stay on anyone who'd ingested it. Also, Stephen Buhner's lyme book

recommends taking Astragalus daily during tick season to prevent infection so there are things

one can do about ticks.

These remedies are available in easy to take tinctures, too.) - btw, thanks for the reminder about

having some homeopathic remedies on hand, Almond! -- It's the geoengineering which is clearly

unavoidable, though I still garden, hang clothes on the line, etc. -- There's no way to escape the

horrendous destruction wrought by the MIC, WEF, and other various and sundry sociopaths so one

simply needs to decide to live as best as one can, hopefully to `nd meaningful employ (or a

volunteer opportunity), to continue to call out injustice, essentially just to do the right thing even if

you don't think you'll change anything.

- I'm in my 60's and still `nd myself shocked now and again to learn how many people out there

simply pretend that they know what they're doing and/or don't care about doing the right thing. So

much graft is to be found, just about everywhere... Verify, then trust. -- Well, the Earth is in trouble,

folks, so do try to enjoy it if possible while it's still viable, though most important, focus on your

spiritual pathway. - "We should make use of this precious opportunity to purify our negative karma,

not to create more!"
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brianallen1

If bird &u ever exists and ever kills people, no problem. Now, if it ever kills people's dogs and cats,

people would lose their minds with anger and vengance.
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boxerdogofmine

You really believe there is a bird &u.funny considering I’ve had chickens for 40 years and none ever got

sick, none of my friends birds have ever been sick. It’s just like everything else the government has

done, try to scare people, pretend there is a pandemic in the animal world, kill millions of birds or pigs

to manipulate the economy and people. It’s no wonder Christ is coming back to destroy this evil cabal.
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Catryna

Years ago we had a disease called Mareks run through our chickens for over a year. The fatality rate is

100%, we lost over 30 birds. The vaccine didn't work, we lost birds that were vaccinated right along

with those that weren't. We ended up breeding and cross breeding those who never contracted the

disease and ended up with birds that were Marek's resistant.
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Guillermou

Excellent solution MAREK'S DISEASE IN CHICKENS

www.msdvetmanual.com/poultry/neoplasms/marek-s-disease-in-poultry
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Sue12Cross

Check ribo&avin de`ciency. This has exactly the same symptoms and is really easy to `x with beef

liver and/or yeast &akes. I'm afraid I believe in Marek's as much as I believe in bird &u, that is not to

suggest your birds weren't ill - it's just the cause was perhaps not what you were told. Ribo&avin

de`ciency will kill a bird and quickly and it is a de`ciency that often comes from the parent, i.e. the

egg is de`cient. I came across it `rst 23 years ago, it showed up early in quail chicks I'd hatched

from commercial hatching eggs because my quail have a big space and use a lot of energy from

day one.

Commercial quail are on grain diets with synthetic vitamins added and with an average life span of

6 months, they can lay a lot of eggs in that time and pass on all those de`ciencies. When my quail

chicks became paralysed, I read up on Marek's and found a post from a guy who was the only in his

area not to vaccinate his hens, when they started to show symptoms he was pressured to cull his

whole &ock but he refused, did the research and bought the beef liver, his whole &ock recovered in

24 hours, as did my quail.

With quail chicks I usually did a follow up with a drink of coconut oil and turmeric, for potential

neurone damage repair. Apart from stress and heavy metal toxicity, grain diets are in my

experience at the root of the whole problem for poultry illnesses, none of them should be eating

grain, particularly dry . Grain diets unlike a wild invertebrate diet are de`cient in essential amino

acids like L-methionine, a de`ciency in which will cause aggressive behaviour and feather pecking.

There are 13 vitamins a de`ciency in any of which can induce neurological illness in birds and that

is not without consideration of all the minerals essential for the transport of such. The joke in

organic poultry farming here is you can't get organic status without feeding pelleted organic food,

which is grain and `eld beans thus a totally unsuitable diet.
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Catryna

Sue12Cross Thank you for this valuable info.
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Sue12Cross

You are so welcome. Here is a little `lm I made years ago about the condition, which is oucially

called 'curled toe paralysis:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWurWb3--FA&list=PLHgq6wrWg6dedER4JF4EYs85..  There is a

written article too which goes into much more detail and on my site you will also `nd `lms on

thiamine de`ciency and how to deal with torticollis /wry neck. All these are nutritional problems

and all fatal if left untreated and easy and quickly remedied with food. According to allopathic

veterinary medicine you will `nd a named disease associated with each and a vaccine, you will also

`nd suggestions to kill/cull your birds if they show symptoms.

This last year I did an experiment with my quail chicks, I fed them no grain whatsoever as chicks

and juveniles, they had just foraged/cultivated greenery and wild invertebrates plus my

home-raised organic meal worms. They grew up to be very happy, solid looking quail but as adults

they would not touch grain. In the Winter I got them onto seeds and `nally a little `ve cereal

because I was running out of invertebrates but they really turned their beaks up at what I was

offering and this year I'm going for maximum meal worm production for the Winter. All the very

best.
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Catryna

"In the spring of 2022, Bill Gates warned that another pandemic will emerge, and that this yet-to-come

pandemic "will get attention this time."" Sounds like a preplanned threat, to me.
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jef9075

I guess with all that medical/scienti`c training that Bill Gates learned while at graduate school, Dr.

Bill would know all about these emerging threats. Oh, that's right... he dropped out of high school.
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rrealrose

Gates dropped out of Harvard undergrad.
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Piw6958

personally, I don't feel vaccines are ever the answer. Our own immune system can and will protect us

from any germs, so how can a vaccine which weakens the natural immune system ever be the answer. I

feel that if people would stop abusing their bodies with processed foods, processed sugar, highly

processed dairy and factory farmed meats which are raised on unnatural GMO grains, then supplement

with  the right vitamins to provide your system with all the nutrients it needs to operate euciently,

 helping out with sambucus (concentrated black elderberry syrup) when you feel  a cold coming on.....

well, you just would never have  believed you could be so healthy.  You know, a strong immune system

will even beat cancer???  That's something Max Gerson `gured out  back in the 1950's.
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Gwyncann

"Courage is mankind’s `nest possession because it enables us to do the right thing, to face danger, and

to enjoy life. People who live in fear are miserable."   Spartan poet Tyrtaeus

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

otis101

One of our signs for communicating with passing motorists reads: "Fear Not - Build Courage".

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

dad7539

Stop taking the bait. stop giving then an excuse to start it all up again - scamdemics are their new

bread and butter along with the pandemic treaty designed to bypass the sovereignty of all nations

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Segstar

And they got everything covered..You can't Sue them for anything, and if you do they'll give you the

royal runaround.. https://youtu.be/nFch8vH81ks
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my_RNA_DNA

If bird &u was real, big pharma would have had a vaccine years ago charging $10 a head for 300 million

birds to be injected every year...A $3 billion/year goldmine. So, bird &u is another fake out. WHO will try

to push the bird &u pandemic emergency button and lock all us in the coops with the pretend sick

birds.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

ScanKat

There was a ligament study done on sheep vaccines in Europe that got memory holed . It proved

the aluminum in the shots gave the sheep autism. They had 3 groups, vaccine, aluminum only and

nothing. The `rst two groups had sheep acting out with autistic like symptoms the nothing gtoup

had none.
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Heimdall1

Obviously the pig is pushed through the village to make people panic and make people not eat meat

anymore. "Allopathic medicine is based on the “germ theory”, that microbes and viruses, cause

disease. Medical science bases the use of vaccines on the theory that the body forms antibodies to

“`ght” natural viruses. They believe that these antibodies live on after the virus is contained, thereby

creating immunity. First we must consider the facts known to evaluate medicine’s viral theory. Science

has proved that virus are not alive, that they are predominantly protein but that they contain organic

DNA.

Science has proved that virus increase only in the presence of live cells, and that they cause certain

cells, and/or parts of cells to dissolve. What is believed and taken as fact but not proved, is that viruses

are nondiscriminatingly destructive “things” that self-replicate. That is like saying that laundry soap,

because it is found in homes inhabited by humans, self-replicates. Those assumption and conclusion

are shallow and ludicrous. Medical science operates from fear, and it attacks the body. All medical

procedures for treating disease are written by pharmaceutical-related individuals and groups.

That is a severe con&ict of interest. Self-produced health or medication-dependent pro`t, which do you

think that they want? A rational and logical conclusion would be that virus are solvents (cleansers)

manufactured by individual cells to dissolve degenerative tissue (disease) caused by accumulated

waste and industrial toxins, including medicines. Virus contain DNA because cells have used

substances within themselves to synthesize virus; DNA is a part of that. When the cleansing and

healing processes cease, cells stop producing large amounts of virus...."

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Heimdall1

..."Normally, healthier bodies symbiotically utilize bacteria and parasites to cleanse themselves of

cellular degenerative tissue and organic waste. They are the bodies preferred janitors. Bacteria and

parasites consume the degenerative tissue and organic waste and reduce it to a tiny fraction of the

original mass eaten. They can consume 100 times their weight and reduce it to 1-percent

excretion. When eating a healthy raw diet, our bodies easily secrete and/or excrete the 1-percent

excretions from bacteria and parasites. However, when bodies become too toxic with industrial

toxins, including medicines, the bacteria and parasites are poisoned to death. Under such toxic

conditions, the only cleansing method that the body can utilize is virus. So, cells synthesize

viruses. I reiterate, viruses are solvents that dissolve degenerative tissue and organic waste. They

are bene`cial in preventing disease; they do not cause disease."

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Heimdall1

Forgot to mention the other day, they are poisoning also mentally, which might be the worst, via

NLP and other sorts of how they chose the words. I usually feel to recognize that when it's like to

read something in between the lines, which shouldn't be there... It shall help for German to read

older texts, like old high German, so I assume it does the same for English, maybe an old

Shakespeare or whatever there is. The bible might also be a good one if it's KJV and Anglish seems

interesting, that i.e. a mile was called thousandsteps which brings up that the mile wasn't always

1.6km meaning 1.6m per step as that would have been some kind of Nephilim.

Feel free to chop in as I `nd would `nd that interesting to get more info about. The sarcophagus in

the Cheops Pyramid, well what they call it, but it seems not to have been one, no pictures in there

and the volume of it seems by 'coincidence' just to be the same as if you take four quarters an old

English volume and the 'hallway' getting to the chamber if watched outside from below, can be

seen the stars of the actual cosmic age....
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Bertibear

I remember the swine &u in 2009, that was not what we were told either.These incidents are always

fraudulent but people are retarded.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

WolfKC

First I want to say - 'THANK YOU DR. MERCOLA FOR ALWAYS TRYING TO HELP ALL OF US WITH THE

TRUTH"! I APPRECIATE YOU VERY MUCH AND I THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR HELPING ME, AND

OTHERS! I ALSO WANT TO THANK YOUR STAFF FOR ALL THEY DO TOO!!!!! This article really makes

me sick to my stomach, so I wanted to comment on it! I used to believe that all scientists, doctors,

politicians, hospitals, insurance companies, banks etc. were all there to help us with our health, make

our lives more secure, protected, healthy, and safe. Now, I know from experience, that the opposite is

true, and SHAME ON ALL OF YOU THAT THINKS IT IS OK TO HURT OTHERS, BECAUSE IT IS

NOT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

And to those that do still care about doing the right thing and follow through with it - THANK YOU VERY

MUCH AND PLEASE DON'T QUIT ON MANKIND! WE ALL NEED PEOPLE LIKE YOU! So my last comment

of this post is to all the humans of this planet that are hurting others - PLEASE - DO THE RIGHT THING

- STOP HURTING OTHERS AND DESTROYING LIVES - YOU MIGHT LIKE IT - IT IS GOOD FOR YOUR

HEART AND SOUL! IT IS NEVER TO LATE TO DO THE RIGHT THING!!!!!
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ScanKat

There are no way to use contagion theory as a weapon of war if we expose the lies and anti-science of

Virology, PCR and electron microscopy. https://viroliegy.com

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

brodiebrock12

Next PLANdemic you mean. All the same players in all the same positions and ZERO accountability

anywhere to be seen. Sure...what could go wrong. Round and round and round we go with not ONE perp

responsible for orchestrating all of the past 3 years or the years ahead remotely held to account. NO

ONE should be surprised as to what looms ahead

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

i01234B

This no virus - there is no scienti`c proof that Sars-Cov-2 exists. There is no such virus named H5N1.

There are no pathogenic viruses. There are only biological weapons.  When Mercola and Kennedy

`nally acknowledge/recognize this truth and stop peddling false information then I will accept they are

really on our side, the side of the little people.
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avk1974

I noticed the bird &u articles were written in the MSM just like COVID trying to use brainwashing

language so that you wonder if they are talking about birds or humans. I even pointed this out to

people. Adding a bird &u vaccine would just cause worse things to happen as we have seen. Every time

they come out with a COVID shot or booster, the virus mutates to evade. Notice the new variant of

concern articles that &ow out after shots introduced or boosters. I have said before, how many birds

and animals are actually dying from bird &u. Are the PCR tests even correct? I have noticed NO extra

randomly dead animals or birds and I live in the country. With huge &ocks of Canada geese migrating

all the time, you should see dead geese here and there in `elds and ditches or &oating on ponds.

Never see a dead bird. The massive death toll is always associated with "culling" because one bird was

pcr positive. That has a hundred percent fatality rate but the death isn't from bird &u, it is from the

killing of potentially exposed birds. I have said before why hasn't there been a single program to

vaccinate birds, leave out antiviral bird seed, or cull wild bird populations AT ALL. Ie if you have a &ock

of Canada geese land in `eld and they are supposedly transmitting bird &u left and right so much you

are told to switch from pasture raised to birds in a barn...why haven't they said cull any geese you see.

Why is it cull any domesticated food poultry. When I was reading about the UK bird &u, run for your

lives, news article about how it has been raging in their country, I was shocked how small the case

numbers were. I had no idea this is what they were hysterical about. One person got bird &u from

humans ducks he had living in his house with him??? How about the countless other bacteria and

viruses and parasites he probably contracted from naturally explosive poo ducks living in in his

personal space. He didn't even die from it and was elderly.
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avk1974

I honestly wouldn't be surprised if they haven't tinkered with the virus so much it is weaponized. I

have never heard of anything so silly as tinkering around with dangerous viruses to see how bad

they can get if they unnaturally are spliced with other things....then once it is created, it now exists

rather than having micro remote chance of existing. "In this latest HPAI outbreak, perhaps the most

egregious departure from truth is the notion that the birds have died as a result of the disease and

that euthanasia for survivors is the best and only option " when I read this part in the article....I

thought about humans.

Have people accept large scale culling of animals....then what happens if human get it. At what

point will they start culling humans because it is "for the common good" to "protect the

uninfected". Genocidal extermination has been carried out in history especially against people who

were considered contaminated or diseased or dirty, so I am not saying it isn't unfathomable. And

yes, Joel Salatin is totally correct in wondering why they aren't breeding for disease resistance. It is

the most basic and common of breeding considerations for any breeder....dogs, cats, cattle sheep,

horses....anything really.

Look at La Croix sheep for example. Greg Judy experienced herd losses heavily at `rst then the

strong resistant ones are the breeding stock. It's not rocket science. Who is paying scientists to

come up with solutions like let's `re `ghter foam 50,000 chickens in a barn poisoning everything

and continue to worry about every sparrow that &ies by inde`nitely. If you culled an entire barn

every time one chicken was under the weather, eggs would be $1000 an egg. It's a very uncreative

solution.

Posted On 04/03/2023
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goo6050

I didn’t get the jab because I KNEW from the get go that, according to my 7th grade science class back

in 1966, it takes at LEAST 10 YEARS of testing and trials to get a vaccine approved. What is WRONG

with these idiots????? No way. No vax of ANY kind for me. I KNOW where I’m going when I die, so death

doesn’t scare me. Thank you , Lord Jesus Christ for paying my sin debt.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

brianallen1

Oh, they had testing and trials for over 10 years to perfect the MRNA technology. It is now SAFE

from prosecution and the harm is very EFFECTIVE.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

Thank you for grounding the comment section with the Truth. 2000 years ago [ and more in the OT

] Jesus Christ told us this was going to happen. The cup of His fury is over&owing.
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elliecats

No, humans are not next, and I am even less worried about this than I was "covid". Which, by the way,

my worry level about "covid" was a complete zero.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

jhy7142

elliecats the problem is not the ones that know its the ones who dont and they will go after us

because we are the danger to them . It will be real hell on earth soon enough so dont get too cocky

.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

kartoon1

All I can say is get ready it’s coming. They think Vietnam was bad.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Segstar

I believe you're right, but i hope you're wrong :)
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jac264368

The bird &u scare could also accomplish something else. It could cause people to be terri`ed of

backyard chickens. Level headed people can see where this could lead. All the more reason to look at

everything that is happening through the lens of the bible. Draw close to Jesus, trust him and do not

fear!

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

YMApple

"Bird Flu" will be the next pandemic, if our sociopathic overlords can possibly pull it off. So far, all they

have to do is get Joe Biden to announce a public health emergency. This has them drooling!

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Segstar

You mean drooling over his chocolate chip ice cream..Good heavens lol..
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wareagle82

These two lines jump off the screen: "health authorities insist there's only one solution to bird &u

epidemics, and that is vaccination. Meanwhile, that strategy is making the situation worse." When does

it become safe to say that making things worse is the goal? In the past few years, we've had the Covid

debacle, govt actions have put the dollar into a death spiral, more govt has created the conditions for a

widespread war, further govt actions have drained the petroleum reserve while reducing our own

energy-generating capacity, and the list goes on. There are too many lousy outcomes for them to be

labeled as incompetence or stupidity.

Stupid people can botch one thing, maybe two, but this level of result can only be intentional. And how

shocking that, once again, Fauci is involved in gain of function research, the very thing he claimed was

not happening. As to culling large &ocks, there is this push to lower meat consumption, right? What

better way of affecting that than by attacking the supply, and planting seeds of doubt in consumers'

minds along the way. This is a two-for-one proposition for this cabal. And they'll use fear to gain

compliance again, as with Covid. The CDC is still pushing jabs for kids as young as six months, there

are still adults ready to get their next booster, and some folks still wear masks.

I'd like to think that the public won't be fooled again but there is little reason to believe that. I'm a bit

surprised that ABC aired the doctor saying this is not how bird &u behaves. When people said that

about Covid, they were called all sorts of names but no matter. That person will be long forgotten

when, or if, this virus is needed to stoke another panic. In the meantime, we get the distraction of a

Trump indictment, as if that makes the far more serious things that threaten to harm millions go away.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

Excellent comment.

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Arlen1

I'm not too worried about it. I know they will release another pandemic. A lot of people will probably die

if the make a hybrid version of bird &u that can infect humans. I can't remember the last time I caught

the &u (over 30 years). However, I won't be coerced into getting any shots! I'm willing to bet that they

offer people money to get the jabs. What's sad is that they are killing the people that TRUST them! The

very sheeple that graduated from their indoctrination camps and believe that everything the NIAID and

NIH are doing is great, are the same ones who will get sick and/or be the `rst to get jabbed and die.

Eventually, they will become the minority and those of us that have stepped away from Big Pharma will

be the majority.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

I'm afraid we won't. We'll just die later. Geoengineering [ drought, &ood ], 5G - 6G - 7G, toxic poisons

spilling all over the place contaminating the soil, grid down, starvation, resistant infections and

anybody who needs any medication to live........ will eventually get the job done. Gates et al take no

shots. Child sacri`ce, adrenochrome etc. are just the conspiracy theories of today slated to be

proven as old news tomorrow.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

jhy7142

Yes Arlen1 the good ole college educated group that cant let go of the brain washing they had

taken in . Had to pay good money for the lies they cant let go of .

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Anais17

H5N1 (bird Hu) is now affecting mammals at a rate not previously seen, including skunks, bears, seals,

foxes, minks and even dolphins. The infection is also spreading between mammals.’ How do we know

this is true? Could it not simply be more theatre, of the type used to instil in us the fear of catching

COVID-19?

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

airsurfer

It's all a lie. They know us way better than we know ourselves. Even better today with all the

datagathering and people exposing their whole life online. Their tool is fear, as it's a very handy

tool. It works way quicker than direct threatening (not enough manpower) and in suucient dose it

can persuade even the most logic person. The whole virus boogeyman paradigm is a bunch of

illogical nonsense. I mentioned many arguments before but I'm sure some site made a list. If it was

enough to just arti`cially infect one (or another small percentage) individual, to threaten or kill an

entire species, would there be ANY life left on earth? (after all this time) Except viruses themselves

of course. Which are absolutely everywhere. Because they might be a part of the necessary

building blocks of an organism.

Just like this or that chemical sequence (called genes) might be a part of life. But they are (IMO)

not the `nal determinants of life, because their 'makeup' changes over time, all the time. Because

the building blocks are by nature (resonance etc.) adapted (= in sync, in harmony) to the

environmental conditions (which is a lot more than can be measured by manmade tools). It is utter

reductionism to de`ne life on the basis of a few measurements and ignore all the other

unacknowledged conditions that make life possible. If for example you'd live in an oven, you'd only

notice when you `nally get out and shout 'damn, it's cold outside!'. Or dry. Or wet. Or any

unacknowledged factor in the constellation. Even our mind is in some sort of oven. And those 'in

power' love to play with the thermostat to get the desired result.
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eiggod8

Airsurfer: Good point about genes as talked about in Vandana Shiva's "Oneness vs the 1%".
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Jake..

There's a lot of sense in what you say, and I don't doubt that it is possible the Chinese have played with

the H5N1 genome. However to say H5N1 has never been a danger to humans is just plain incorrect. As

Dutch [idiot] scientists proved some years ago in a laboratory, only two changes are needed for H5N1

to be human to human transmissible -and they couldn't understand why it hadn't happened naturally.

When I was studying this virus back in 2005-2010, the thing that struck hard was the incredible

sustained mortality rate no matter which clade it was.

The best [lowest] mortality rates were in Vietnam at about 40-46% but in Indonesia it was clade 2.3 and

that hit 83%. Small human to human outbreaks have happened out there and back in the time I was

watching for it, it only seemed a when not an if. It is known to have been co-habiting in pigs with H1N1

which of course has human to human ability and the revelation that both had been cultured from the

same pig was alarming. All HPAI's have the potential for major deadly pandemics and the H5N7 seems

another candidate.

I came to the conclusion along with many others that quarantines wouldn't work on a population basis,

but would work on an individual basis if you became a 'prepper' as they were called in the states.

Modern society [esp in cities] mitigates against family sized quarantine units but is likely the only way

to effectively wait out the storm. I was always envious of the US in that prepping is a lot easier and

your ability to defend yourselves so much better.

That's important because society as we know will cease quickly if one of these does make the jump,

billy Gates and his pals will not be excluded from vulnerability even if they rush through an mRNA jab

because as Faucci himself said, it's a waste of time making vaccines for respiratory viruses. Strange

maybe, but ever since that time I have maintained 6 months worth of dried foods [rotated of course]

and the ability to sterilise water by `ltration
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Jake..

oh, and the covid thing might just have been about crying wolf for the big one. Wouldn't put that

past them. But I won't have and mRNA jab no matter what they say. The only problem the preppies

had was when to pull the plug or haul up the drawbridge given how poor the truth factor of news is.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

wannabeaknowitall

Jake I remember hearing about this sometime ago and thinking thank goodness I don't eat pig,

then being told that even if you don't eat pig you could still get it. And like you I have been

maintaining a steady stash of food for 6 months or more, which some I have to throw out now

because I forgot to eat it. But nonetheless, I will continue storing up because I do believe they're

gearing up this coming winter for it or possibly the next so that we can't vote. Either way this is

their next plandemic, however, with this one we will want to stay indoors and stay away from the

masses.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

PaulCardin

Weaponised, indeed... twitter.com/.../1642171057829232643
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donttakethemark666

why are we so helplessly seeing, receiving, narrating, accurately forecasting these evil agenda? why

are so seemingly helpless? what can be done?

Posted On 04/04/2023

 

Lou321

The corruption is limitless.

Posted On 04/04/2023

 

den8612

Okay, that does it. Nothin' but organic chicken for me. Better stock up soon. And iVeRmEcTiN also

works against H5N1, so stock up on that, too, folks.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

mtb1939

If it jumps to humans then it is proof positive that these plandemics are created by Big Polluters of All

Life Forms (BIG PARMA AND BIG CHEMICAL). Just sue them and refuse their poison plandemic drugs

and make a life for yourself.
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den8612

Can't sue 'em. That's the "law" now. Congress did that. FIRE CONGRESS!!

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

healthylongevity

The ideal scenario would be, if karma catches up with the perpetrators, who would go belly up due to

their Frankenstein “research”. That’s what should happen to those, who attempt to play God.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

epi-cure

I've got good news. You can now make multiples of these (cloning) since the original version of this

super bird:   swisscows.com/en/video/watch?query=youtube%3A%20call%20superchicken&am..

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

brianallen1

Super Chicken will come to your rescue before the gubmint ever will.
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ABR1866

Bird &u is man made,,,,,GOD did not create birds to make you / humans sick, ill.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

ScanKat

God did not invent any virus to make any living thing sick. https://viroliegy.com

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

jennimcnabb

Except...viruses (as in non-living fairytale organisms that &oat around in the air & make us sick) are

complete BS. De`ciency & toxicity are the only two things that make people ill. The word virus just

means poison (or venom, basically, if you look into its root). They have taken that word and turned it

into something they can use to control people with fear. There are no such organisms &oating from

person to person making them ill, only toxins in our air, food, water, household products, and vaccines,

of course. Those are what are making people ill.

Nothing contagious. Contagion has never been proven. No "virus" (as in an actual organism) has ever

been truly isolated/puri`ed and proven to cause illness. Look into Stefan Lanka's experiments

(formerly virologist, now microbiologist b/c he realized virology is a complete sham). Rosenau

experiments - tried to prove &u was contagious and failed. Now, I love what Dr. Mercola stands for, but

why is he pushing virology fraud? (Books on the subject: Goodbye, Germ Theory, What Really Makes

You Ill?, Contagion Myth, The Invisible Rainbow, just to name a few)
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Almond

A bit off-topic. This is no April Fool's joke, although we have demented fools in govt. Biden admin

moving forward with light bulb bans in coming weeks.

www.foxnews.com/politics/biden-admin-moving-forward-light-bulb-bans-co..  Natural sunlight is the

best for your vision and health. Incandescent is the next best. You do not want to be exposed to the

energy `elds of many other forms of lighting, esp. &uorescent lighting and compact &uorescent bulbs

(those horrible pigtail lights). How many people dispose of them properly? Further contributing to

land`ll and water pollution. Brie&y, the problem is the frequency and resonant energy that interacts

with cells, ceasing all life functions for the fraction of a second when the wave crosses zero on the

x-axis.

In sensitive individuals, this oscillation can also in&ame the optic nerve, impairing vision, cognition and

sensory perception. Are we really free if govt can mandate what kinds of light bulbs we can buy for our

homes, what kinds of stoves and refrigerators? It is no secret that these newer appliances are not

made to last. How can it be energy eucient when planned obsolescence is built in? Is it more

environmentally responsible to build an appliance that will last 30-50 years rather than mine more

materials and ship new appliance while needing to recycle old broken ones?

My old 32 cubic foot upright freezer lasted 42 years--replaced it with 3 smaller ones. Who wants a

refrigerator with a 5-year life expectancy--that usually breaks down over a holiday?! Then, a mad

scramble to save food in the midst of other chaos. (I do freeze a lot of food, but that is why I also can a

lot of meat.) If you have the space and can afford it (do much of your own work with recycled parts?), it

may be good to build your own walk-in cooler with 2 compartments that you can regulate for either

freezer or refrig at different seasons of the year. We plan to do that. It is not a free market. More of a

nanny state.
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Almond

Coil stove tops will soon become obsolete. There are few models still available. Glass top stoves

are not made for heavy kettles or large pressure canners. Not recommended for canning. Your best

options are a digital pressure canner or an outdoor propane cook stove. If you have older

appliances, keep them running. An appliance repairman tells us people are going out and buying

used older appliances instead of new because they are better built. Making it diucult to can food

at home is one more step towards dependency.

I once removed the panel of a dishwasher that was the wrong color and spray painted the front

panel to match my other appliances. Appliance touch up paint or spray paint is available from

manufacturers. Refrigerator doors can usually be switched from left to right. You may need a

special screwdriver. Changing the direction the door opens can help `t it into the only space you

might have in your kitchen if you `nd a good older model. If you can buy discounted

scratch-and-dent appliances where damage shows, consider whether an auto body shop can make

repairs.

Some repairs may be simple enough to do yourself. You may not need to bring in the entire

appliance in to a body shop if it is just a panel or drawer. Side dents may not even show if covered

by cabinetry. Many older model appliances can become a decorating focal point with a certain

vintage charm. A good cleaning and polishing also works wonders for older appliances. There are

oven top cleaners and polishes.

Posted On 04/03/2023
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masterexorcist

This simply needs politician to publish a mandate that all birds wear masks.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Lou321

Evil people and evil governments.

Posted On 04/03/2023
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pam7647

They want to jab chickens - that's the goal. They've jabbed us, and they've jabbed pigs and cattle. It's

always about the jab - always! Check this out:

anamihalceamdphd.substack.com/p/contaminated-food-supply-contributing?..

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/.../the-blind-transgendered-seer  Is Mccullough in his right mind,

joking or is the mask of friend slipping to reveal a foe? Listen to Red`eld warning of the next pandemic.

He's a shill and we were all cheering.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

organicallyme

Only useless bottom feeders to perish. The ultra rich? Somehow live on...

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

nutrio

I’m sure big pharma is at the ready with vax that is safe and effective. Of course the sheeple will be

clamouring with their sleeves rolled up wanting to be `rst in line.
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brianallen1

Hey! Didnt they kill millions of chickens? Didn't the price of eggs double? Weren't the shelves bare of

eggs? Of course there is such a thing as bird &u! And we might catch it!!! Oh, dear corporations and

people in power, please protect us!

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

ctripleb

I'm not sure if it's just my phone but the icare link at the bottom of the article says "forbidden" when I

click on it.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

So much for Red`eld. What a sick joke. Nothing but theatre. Very frightening. Trust NO ONE.
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PCRHOAX

As with the computer generated genome of the never isolated "SARSCOV2" pathogen, they're using

PCR tests to hype an imaginary problem to generate a fearful reaction and justify the "solution" of

eliminating an independent food source on a massive scale. Recently, a sick bird was found and taken

to a local animal hospital where it was tested and reported to have bird &u. I called the facility and

veri`ed the test used to diagnose was a PCR test. Read the '07 WSJ article "The Epidemic That Wasn't"

which veri`ed PCR's potential to mislead "experts" (INCLUDING DR. MERCOLA) with 100% false

positive results. www.nytimes.com/.../22whoop.html

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Suzicreamcheese

Factory bird farming, as with feed lot farming of mammals, has proved to create too much infection

and waste, probably making it less pro`table for the big investors, so let's end mass bird

production...fake meat sounds far more viable and controllable. Scare everyone with a bird pandemic,

maybe it's a real one due to the birds factory habitat, or maybe it's from GM grain and anti-biotics fed

these poor birds...these pro`teers have no soul, no morels or ethics. They won't tell the truth about this

dis-ease amongst some chicken &ocks, about all this so called bird &u thing. Even the gain of function

machinations may have been allowed to become public in order to scare people...bit of a psy-op???

As no virus has ever been isolated, what IS called a virus is most likely a variety of toxins in the food

and environment, or even just the spike proteins they manufactured with gain of function. Making sure

people are scared of the bird &u idea is a good excuse to kill off many birds; they're killing whole &ocks,

not bothering to see which stronger ones survive whatever it is effecting them, be it their miserable

existence, the indoor life, or poor hygiene and food!  Fear sure worked with the covid scam which killed

off as many as &u often does, and anyway, what happened to the &u `gures for 2020-21? They

disappeared in that period. Time we took control of our own well being, us the ordinary person in the

street. Resist. Grow as much as you can of your own food. None of us need to live under the yoke of

maniacal pro`teering tyranny if we don't want to. Enough kowtowing to insanity.
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craigcam

And Newsweek says this is a Russian conspiracy theory. U.S. Gove admitted we have biolab facilties in

Ukraine. What do you think they were doing there.

www.newsweek.com/russian-conspiracy-theory-says-us-training-birds-spre..  Also if you're looking for

the perps, here they all are. Dont be fooled by the title, big oil was just the `rst step:

rumble.com/v28f1je-how-big-oil-conquered-the-world-rise-of-the-oiligar..

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

Rockefeller. Petroleum medicine.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

DeanFx

Let them gain of function or weaponize the heck out of any freaking virus and it won't do any harm to

healthy people. Healthy people won't even feel their supper weaponized crap. What kills healthy people

is the so called "vaccines" or supposed treatment/cure against their "deadly virus". Covid is perfect

example of a benign, harmless virus, which Evil spent so much time weaponizing, and a poisonous and

harmful "cure". "Vaccines" kill and disable a heck more people than the virus they are supposed to

protect against. In an every fake pandemic Evil has orchestrated there was always a harmless virus

and a deadly cure, always. Never Fear the Disease but Always Dread the Cure(aka "Vaccines")

Posted On 04/03/2023
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avk1974

I used to think this tbh. But now I'm not so sure. I think things are being weaponized in such a way

that it cripples immune function. Starting in 2021 and continuing to present, it doesn't matter if

people never wore masks, whether they associate or don't associate publically, where they live

geographically, whether they are young or old or have recaught tons of bugs since the things

disrupted by lockdowns and masking....something is different. People are sick ALL the time. This

includes unvaxxed.

They just tend to be less sick it seems. We used to predictably get sick every fall and spring. It's

hard to not ever get sick with children. But now it is totally unpredictable and weird too. One person

in the whole family will get horrible leaky virus, and yet no one else contracts it. One kid got a virus

and it was a whole respiratory thing and coughed for a month and the kids sharing a room never

caught it. More bizarrely sometimes an adult will have something and the kids don't catch it?

Or people get something and they all have different symptoms (COVID style but no covid). It takes

forever to catch things, 7-9 days before someone else gets sick. Multiple relapses where they will

have crazy leaking one day and wake up completely dry not even nasally. Then two days go past

and a headache crops up. Then it disappears, then two days later feeling slightly warm, then

disappears, then sudden sneezing `ts and leaking again. None of this is normal. I am starting to

wonder if the 5G widely spread out everywhere (hard to avoid its coverage now) is weakening us to

this degree or the manmade covid did leave our immune functioning damaged. And yes, we and

loads of other people take all the right body supports, supps, eat grass fed organic, liver, non GMO,

lots of probiotic and exposure to environmental bacteria like playing in dirt, having animals etc. It

doesn't seem to matter anymore starting 2021. Everyone, everywhere is sick all the time whether a

lot or lightly.
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teknical100

It will jump as soon as they make it happen and not before . . .

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Segstar

I believe it'll jump when Van Halen sez so . https://youtu.be/SwYN7mTi6HM

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Pete.Smith

Dr Mercola reports: > Fauci funded the work of virologist Ron Fouchier, a Dutch researcher whose team

created an airborne version of the bird &u. < * Fouchier is Deputy head of the Erasmus MC, Department

of Viroscience, headed by Prof. Marion Koopmans. Erasmus is a big hospital in the city Rotterdam (has

the biggest harbor of Europe) where they do research also. So Koopmans department got funded by

Fauci via Fouchier. Then Marion Koopman was selected to be part of the WHO team to trace the source

of the virus in Wuhan, but surprise found no evidence, but they did look at the Wuhan wet market. What

a joke, because the market was closed already since a year before their visit, so it was completely

empty.

Why to look there for pangolins? So no surprise they found nothing about the origens of the virus,

because their team leader was Peter Daszak from EcoHealth Alliance, whose Wuhan Institute of

Virology collaborations were funded by Anthony Fauci. So you see, its a very small world. Later leaked

emails between Fauci and Koopmans revealed that they tried to cover-up from the very beginning of

the pandemic that the virus came from a lab. Why is mass murderer Fauci is not yet arrested for his

lies and crimes?

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Jake..

Hi, was Fouchier part of the team of idiots who successfully created a H2H version of H5N1 about

ten or so years ago? I read some idiots had done it but it was a newspaper so very little actual info.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Jj3116

Where does everyone get their food grade H2O2? I wish Dr. Mercola endorsed or had his own brand. I

just don’t trust getting it over the internet! Thanks

Posted On 04/03/2023
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njpucks

What does it mean if it jumps to humans, you ask? Probably gain of function is what it means, am I

right?

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Segstar

The only gain will be for the present day Gods. And the function is to bleed everyone wallets dry

and steal your Soul..Win win situ ..

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Ballyshannon

Can you please give me more details on the peroxide protocol. I have a proper nebulizer and 3% food

grade peroxide. The bitchute videos are not alike. The latest 15-minute one is very speci`c- it says 1

level tsp of peroxide to 1 pint water. Another video has Dr. Brownstein quoting 1 T of peroxide, plus 1

drop of Lugols. Yours doesnt mention Lugols. Have you changed your idea on this recipe?

kawms@usa.net

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

tallulah3

I’m wondering if being around jabbed people can cause an unjabbed person to get a blood disorder
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tallulah3

I bet people will line up to get this jab too

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

glibertisunyrocklandedu

Back in 2007 when bird &u `rst reared its ugly head, Sherry Tenpenny researched all the info about &u

in general, and bird &u in particular. She explained that at 170 degrees F, the virus is neutralized. So all

we have to do is make sure we cook our food, properly. To put that into context: poached eggs are

cooked at 140 degrees, F. So, maybe no more poached eggs. And, boiling is 212 degrees F, so chicken

soup, Jewish penicillin is still a go!

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Ronald_H

Instead of vaccinations as a preventative, I call for war crime tribunals for all involved in funding and

developing pandemic pathogens.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

skupe59

I second this!

Posted On 04/03/2023
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Pete.Smith

Good idea Ronald, also include vaccination harm. See this 1 minute video of Sen. Ron Johnson.

saying: Why Aren't We Talking About The Harms of Vaccines?. We need CDC to be an agency that

actual protect the American Public, to address Autism Rates & Chronic Disease. Why so many

children get autism after vaccination. How did Autism went from 1 in 10,000 to what is it today?

I've heard in some areas, it's as [common] as 1 in 26. What's caused that?" Why it doesn't get more

attention? rumble.com/v2f1l0q-sen.-ron-johnson-addresses-autism-rates-and-chronic..

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

rkostoff

An OpEd has been posted recently on Trial Site News

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/are-there-suucient-early-warning-indicators-.. ). It examines the Vaccine

Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) comprehensively for biomarkers, especially those that

could be used as Early Warning Indicators for serious adverse events on or over the horizon. The

`ndings from this OpEd are the most disturbing I have seen from any of my recent VAERS-related

OpEds. At the end of the posting on Trial Site News, there is a Comments section. I would appreciate it

if any further insights on this important issue could be added as Comments in that section.

Posted On 04/03/2023
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fundamentalassumptions

And here I was thinking it was Marburger's... as fed through other news sources. You can mimic

pandemics with direct energy or such things, controlled releases, not to mention propaganda &

statistic manipulation like they did with covid. Nothing but another scam & more lies & partial truths

being fed out to create crisis & fear, & a controlled monopoly of food. Time to get out of targeted, taken

areas....and to stay the course. None of this was not foretold. This is more predictive programming &

asymmetrical warfare, &ashing symbol warning to the guilty, in`ltrating & treacherous crony: the only

thing you can do with 'true believers', be they Christian or otherwise, is eliminate them says

J-triggerword Georgetown's occulted spooks highest up & deepest in.

The true & living Lord, the Faithful & True, holy, holy, holy will not `ght for or bless any who 'go over to

the dark side', or worship some 'god' (even in his name, taking it in vain) that is unholy & unfaithful, &

not separate from & above all inherent evil, let alone supposedly merging, & merged with, the two,

making peace w/ evil& darkness. Rather, he gives them over if they persist against the witness of

evident truth & conscience, hardening themselves & justifying their sin until there is no remedy, then he

sends them strong delusion via a self-corrupted fallen spirit & swift destruction.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

mrrobb

This is BUllsh!t.........bird &u is just another government in you life scam to kill off ..these birds are

dieing from RF Radiation.......no vets are awear of any of this    Ignorance is bliss.......

Posted On 04/03/2023
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mrrobb

Oh yeah... and 99% of people eat thios crap up as 'Factual' LOL..here it is in 1943 >>>>

www.dailymotion.com/.../x2ph7nn

Posted On 04/04/2023

 

mrrobb

I wonder how many time this same old scam has worked......millions of time.......people are so

`ckle....so easily brainwashed.....Here Human@!!!!!!!  Jump Human!@!!!! Dance

Human@!!!!!..AtttaWay Human lick dem Boots......NOW !!!!! HUMAN!@@!@!@!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Go

lay down by your dish Of Fake Food........Good Human.....pat-pat

Posted On 04/04/2023

 

ada2534

Can’t jab the humans jab the birds then feed it to them. BG must dye!!

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Segstar

Color me bad..What color red?

Posted On 04/03/2023
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shirline

Tried to download and my computer stated it was Forbidden to download.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

ellivoc

Bird &u has been in the UK all through the winter, millions of hens massacred, eggs in short supply and

high price, but nothing about it passing to humans at all and it hasn't spread to humans. The stupid

thing is not letting the hens recover and be immune and probably would pass on the immunity. Same

as foot and mouth disease. They kill them all here but in Argentina and Brazil they just separate for a

while, then back into herd and immune. Humans eat all that meat. No probs, well I don't as I'm veggie

but others do.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Bernie27

Terrain theory in poultry & Greenhouse production is more relevant today than germ theory. 5th

generation warfare with CCP, WEF, WHO, UN & NGO’s like Gates & Soros leading the charge. Dr. Tom

Cowan is more correct on the virus issue than others who seem to push the fear! Envenomation,

nanotechnology & poisons like &uoride & cyanide = Remdesivir & mechanical ventilation were the tools

for the COVID plan demic!

Posted On 04/03/2023
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airsurfer

Fully agree! How people can believe you can poison the world and then blame a designated

boogeyman goes beyond me! Brainwashed and locked in fear, hate etc instead of checking out for

themself and making friends along the way, escaping the box. The lies leading the &ock to

submission are on many levels, one lie covering for the other, to avoid the house of cards falling.

Imo I will not `gure it all out (do I care to unravel a full book of `ction?), I can only say the

impression it gives me is that it is up to me to live my life and that my main tool of keeping evil

under control is to do it myself, choose good and refuse bad.

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

ESLove

So, can they spray it from the sky? Please pay attention to those arti`cial striated clouds formed by

gridding our blue sky. Serious too, our weather, is it controlled and weaponized?

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

Heart_jewel

I wonder if this is a cover story for using 5G to kill humans and animals because we are full of

synthetic biology. These nanobots are designed to be controlled by 5G. Alana Freeland and Dr. Ana

are my sources of information.
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jhy7142

I would like to hear the good Dr. Mercola speak more on terrain theory instead of promoting this

virus craziness .

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

staceyhendrix

rumble.com/v2bl4am-the-h5n5-bird-&u-is-a-weapon-to-attack-the-global-..  I trust Dr. Lee Merritt. She

says they are just trying to scare us

Posted On 04/03/2023

 

staceyhendrix

I don't understand why Mercola is posting this? Does he not do his research?
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